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Abstract
This thesis presents our work on building a bridge between the theoretical pro-
posals for the condensed matter realisation of peculiar localised excitations, known
as Majorana modes, and experiments to search for them. The main focus in the
ﬁrst two sections is on charge sensing of localised Majorana modes in two distinct
systems. First, we address the properties of charged quasiparticles in the ν = 5/2
fractional quantum Hall regime. In particular, we focus on the case where these
particles are trapped by disorder, often in close proximity to one another. Next, we
consider one-dimensional semi-conducting wires with strong spin-orbit coupling and
proximity-induced superconductivity. The Majorana modes in this system are pre-
dicted to be charge-neutral. We show, however, that when the wire is short enough,
there is a uniform charge distribution along the wire, and we show how the presence
of this charge depends on system parameters. A third portion is related to HgTe
quantum wells, another system predicted to host Majorana modes when coupled to
a superconductor. Here we consider a HgTe well in the metallic regime, coupled to
two superconducting strips. We compute the Josephson coupling in the presence of
spin-orbit interactions and in-plane external magnetic ﬁelds.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
This thesis presents our work on building a bridge between the theoretical propos-
als for the condensed matter realisation of peculiar localised excitations, known as
Majorana modes, and experiments to search for them. These excitations have been
predicted to occur in certain topological states of many-electron systems. In the
limit where the Majorana locations are far apart, they create modes of very low en-
ergy inside a bulk energy gap. In particular, the overarching theme of the research
presented is the detection of these modes, predicted to exist in various topological
states of matter, through charge sensing measurements. Should these topological
states really host the isolated Majorana modes as predicted, there is hope that they
can be used to construct a topological, fault-tolerant, quantum computer. The energy
splitting between several modes in a system is exponentially small in the distance be-
tween particles when they are well separated. This allows for manipulations that give
1
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rise to deﬁnite unitary transformations within the low energy Hilbert space, provided
that they are done on a time scale fast compared to the inverse energy splitting.
Although the existence of Majorana modes is well established in theoretical
models, the experimental search is non-trivial. This search is underway, and although
some results are intriguing, there is still a lack of conclusive evidence. This thesis is
concerned with the search for evidence of these states in three rather diﬀerent systems.
As mentioned above, several Majorana modes in a system interact with each
other at ﬁnite distances and their degeneracies are split by these interactions. Whereas
other theoretical works often focus on the non-interacting limit, we exploit these
interactions here to predict new experimental signatures. We make these predictions
in both two-dimensional and one-dimensional systems. The main ingredients  mid-
gap (nearly) degenerate states and charge sensing  are common to both systems.
However, the physics  and hence the meaning of the charge that we sense  is actually
quite diﬀerent in the two cases. In a separate chapter of the thesis, we address a more
recent arrival to the jungle of topological systems under consideration, namely HgTe
quantum wells.
The ﬁrst system we consider is the ν = 5/2 fractional quantum Hall state.
This state occurs in very clean two-dimensional systems in the presence of a strong
magnetic ﬁeld. It has been directly observed in GaAs quantum wells, as a plateau in
the Hall conductance. The elementary excitations in this state are predicted to have
charge e/4, with Majorana modes attached to these excitations. If these charges are
localised and far apart, the Majorana modes contribute an entropy to the system.
Various schemes exist to experimentally look for this entropy. We are concerned with
2
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an attempt to see the eﬀects of this entropy on the charging spectrum of the system.
Speciﬁcally, we examine how charge can enter a region under a scanning tip sensor as
the potential on a global back-gate is varied. We predict the behaviour of individual
charging events as a result of this entropy at very low but ﬁnite temperatures. The
theory is complicated by the fact that the quasiparticles can be trapped by local
disorder, but they move around within the wells in which they sit.
Another system we consider consists of a semi-conducting nanowire with strong
spin-orbit coupling, with an external magnetic ﬁeld and proximity-induced supercon-
ductivity. Such a system is predicted to host Majorana modes at the ends of the wire
under the right conditions. There have been promising experimental eﬀorts made on
these wires, but debate still exists as to the interpretation of the results. We propose
a new experiment to sense small changes in the electric charge in the nanowire, as we
vary a global external gate or the applied magnetic ﬁeld, in wires short enough that
the wavefunctions of the Majorana modes overlap. Among other results, we predict
that the charge associated with the Majorana states at the ends is actually uniformly
distributed along the wire's length.
Finally, we discuss proximity induced superconductivity in HgTe quantum wells.
HgTe wells are exciting because they can be put in a topological insulating state which
is a quantum spin Hall conductor. When in this topological insulator state, there is a
one-dimensional metal at the edge, and if properly coupled to a superconductor, the
edge can exhibit Majorana modes. The experiments we are interested in are not yet
looking for Majorana modes, but understanding how superconductors couple to the
material, and in particular, we do not focus on the insulating state. Superconductivity
3
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is a requirement to eventually see Majorana modes, and it is therefore marginally
related to the other chapters. In particular, we examine the eﬀect of Rashba spin-
orbit coupling and in-plane magnetic ﬁeld on the superconductivity induced by placing
superconducting contacts on the sample when there is a ﬁnite density of carriers in
the bulk.
1.2 Organization of the dissertation
The thesis is divided into four chapters. In the remainder of this ﬁrst chapter, back-
ground information for the rest of the work is presented.
In chapter 2, we discuss charge sensing in the ν = 5/2 fractional quantum Hall
state. In such a system, the quasiparticles carry a charge of e/4, and the degeneracy
of the topological state contributes a non-zero entropy to the system. We demon-
strate that a charging diagram of the system as a function of chemical potential and
temperature contains evidence of this entropy, and furthermore, that when two quasi-
particles are trapped near each other by disorder, they can split the degeneracy. This
splitting of the degeneracy is visible in the charging diagrams we consider. We also
present a new contribution to the splitting of the degeneracy of the topological ground
state, due to the orbit of conﬁned quasiparticles in a circular potential well.
Chapter 3 presents a detailed analysis of changes in electron number parity
for semiconducting one-dimensional wires, with strong spin-orbit coupling, and with
proximity-induced superconductivity. We show how the locations of parity ﬂips in
the chemical potential - magnetic ﬁeld plane depend on the system parameters. The
Majorana state carries no charge when the ends are inﬁnitely separated, but carries
4
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a ﬁnite charge when the wavefunctions, which are concentrated at the ends, begin to
overlap. We demonstrate that although the Majorana wavefunctions are peaked at the
ends, the associated charge is uniformly distributed along the wire. Furthermore, we
address the magnitude of the change in total charge associated with the ﬂip in parity
in both the topological and non-topological cases. We also consider the eﬀects of
electron-electron interactions, and make predictions and recommendations for future
experiments.
In chapter 4, we examine the dependence of induced superconductivity in 2D
systems on in-plane magnetic ﬁelds and Rashba spin-orbit coupling, motivated by
recent experiments on HgTe. In particular, we show how superconductivity induced
from superconducting contacts depends on the separation between the contacts, the
strength and direction of the applied external magnetic ﬁelds, and spin-orbit coupling.
1.3 Topological Physics
In the words of Leon Balents, "topology, the mathematical description of the
robustness of form, appears throughout physics, and provides strong constraints on
many physical systems" [1]. This robustness can be described elegantly through
constructions such as the Chern number. However, we will do without such deﬁnitions
for the presentation here. For the topics covered in this thesis, the movements of
quasiparticles around each other, and in particular, the topology of such motion is
robust. In other words, we are not concerned with the exact path one particle takes
around another, but with the number of times encircling occurs and the order in which
these take place. We begin with a review of non-Abelian anyon braiding statistics, and
5
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continue with a brief discussion of topological quantum computers before discussing
the speciﬁc systems addressed in the remainder of the thesis.
1.4 Anyons
Classically, when two identical particles interchange positions, the system does
not change. Quantum mechanically, we know that the wave function of two particles
obtains a phase when the particle positions are switched. Note that performing the
swap twice is equivalent to taking one particle around the other. Since, in three
spatial dimensions, this circular path can be deformed to a point, the system must
return to its initial state after the double interchange. Therefore, the eﬀect of one
interchange must square to one, and the phase is either zero or pi. We call the zero
case Bosons, and the pi case Fermions, and this distinction in how the particles behave
under interchange is the foundation for many of the fascinating results of quantum
mechanics, starting with the Pauli exclusion principle.
If we now imagine a system conﬁned to only two spatial dimensions and perform
the same double interchange as above, we note that the loop one particle makes
around the other is conﬁned to the plane. We therefore cannot contract it to a
single point without passing through the other particle, and the system, therefore,
does not necessarily return to its initial state. Without a constraint on the phase,
we see that particles in two dimensions can, in principle, have any phase under
interchange, and we call such particles that are neither Bosons nor Fermions anyons.
In particular, these particles are anyons with statistics θ, where eiθ is the extra phase
the wavefunction picks up when we interchange two particles in a clockwise manner.
6
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This was ﬁrst discussed in [2, 3].
Although predicted to exist in two-dimensional systems, can anyons actually
exist in a physical system constructed out of the standard Bosons and Fermions of our
three-dimensional world (e.g. electrons, protons, neutrons)? Shockingly, the answer
is yes, and fractional statistics were ﬁrst observed for the elementary quasiparticles
in fractional quantum Hall states [4]. We discuss how systems can be built in the lab
that are eﬀectively low dimensional in section 1.10.
1.5 Non-Abelian Anyons
More recently, it was discovered that quasiparticles in certain quantum Hall
states can exhibit even more amazing behaviour under interchange than the Abelian
anyon phases discussed above. These are non-Abelian anyons, and we present details
in this section.
1.5.1 The Braid Group
In order to understand non-Abelian statistics, we ﬁrst deﬁne the braid group,
BN , which acts on our Hilbert space. Consider N particles, initially at positions
{xi}i=1..N in a plane. To pictorially understand the braid group, consider a plane
with time as the third axis, as in ﬁgure 1.1. As time progresses, the particles (may)
move around each other, and their world lines twist and braid.
7
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Figure 1.1: World Lines. The positions of three quasiparticles in a plane
are shown as a function of time. The world lines of the quasiparticles can
braid, and in two dimensions the braids cannot be continuously deformed
into non-braiding lines.
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1.5.2 Non-Abelian Braiding Statistics
For a system of quasiparticles at a given set of positions, there exists a degenerate
set of ground states of degeneracy g. Braiding the particles can interchange these
ground states, and corresponds to unitary transformations on the degenerate set of
states. The eﬀects of the interchange on the ground state are determined by the
topology of the braid group, and this forms a representation of the braid group. If
any pair of these g-dimensional matrices do not commute, then the representation
is non-Abelian, and the particles in the ground state obey non-Abelian statistics. It
is known that within this set of states, no local perturbation can have ﬁnite matrix
elements, at least at low energies [5].
1.5.3 Fusion
In chapter 2, we will be interested in the case where two particles are close
together, which brings us to the topic of fusion. We note that a system that contains
anyons can, in general, support diﬀerent types of anyons, i.e. anyons of diﬀerent
phases. Furthermore, if two anyons are brought close together, they could form a
bound state with diﬀerent statistics. Fusion describes the rules for what new anyon
is created when two anyons are brought together.
For non-Abelian anyons, each fusion process can have multiple end states, and
we call these the fusion channels. The diﬀerent fusion channels can be used to account
for the degenerate ground state of a system of non-Abelian anyons, and we will use
this approach below in our discussion of quasiparticles in the ν = 5/2 fractional
quantum Hall state.
9
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For the case of ν = 5/2 that we will be interested in below, the system supports
three types of anyons, which we label 1, σ, and ψ. The fusion rules for these anyons
are
σ × σ = 1 + ψ, σ × ψ = σ, ψ × ψ = 1,
1× σ = σ, 1× ψ = ψ, 1× 1 = 1. (1.1)
The most important rule is the ﬁrst, which shows that two σ's can fuse into two
distinct fusion channels. If we create four σ's from one electron (reasons for this will
become clear below), we must have a net state of 1, since the electron initially has
no topological charge. We see that there are two ways for this to happen, namely
that each pair of σ's fuse to ψ, or each pair fuses to 1. For four σ's, we thus have a
degeneracy of two in the ground state. More generally, forN σ's, we have a degeneracy
of g = 2N/2−1. This will be essential for the discussion in chapter 2.
Another relevant fact about these anyons, necessary to understand the results
in chapter 2 is that braiding two fused-particles around each other does not change
their fusion channel. This must be true, since the net topological charge can be
measured on any loop that encircles the two particles [5]. Braiding two anyons that
have fused to one fusion channel is thus equivalent to braiding two Abelian anyons,
and the result is an additional phase. If there are additional particles involved in
the braiding, then the fusion channel can be changed. In particular, as shown in
ﬁgure 1.2, if quasiparticles A and B are fused, then taking quasiparticle D along path
number one will change the fusion channel of A and B, whereas taking D on path two
will not change the fusion channel of A and B. Note that when the fusion channel of
A and B changes, so does the fusion channel of C and D.
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Figure 1.2: Braiding of fused particles. Assume A and B are fused, and C
and D as well. Bringing D around loop 1 changes the fusion channel, whereas
loop 2 does not.
Furthermore, bringing two anyons close to each other splits the degeneracy
between the available fusion channels, and leaves one energetically favourable. As we
discuss in chapter 2, if two quasiparticles are trapped in a single well under conditions
where the quantum mechanical zero-point motion causes the quasiparticles to move
around each other, this can give rise to an additional splitting of the energy between
the fusion channels. This contribution to the splitting is above and beyond the
splitting due to proximity of individually localised quasiparticles.
1.6 Topological Quantum Computers
Although this thesis is not about quantum computing, the construction of a
topological quantum computer is an important source of inspiration and motivation
for research on topological systems. We therefore provide a (very brief) description
11
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of how a topological quantum computer might work.
For a topological quantum computer, the qubits correspond to the choice of
fusion channels for two particles. Since these particles are by deﬁnition well separated
 otherwise the choice of fusion channel would be unique  the qubit is non-local.
Information can be encoded by braiding several quasiparticles, and measurements
occur when two quasiparticles are brought close together. Since the qubit is non-
local, it is resistant to errors due to local perturbations. Errors can occur, however,
if additional quasiparticles appear in and move through the system. Possible sources
for additional particles are thermal activation, and local potential traps. However, by
creating a system with a large gap and minimal disorder, such errors can be avoided,
and the non-local qubits leave us with a fault-tolerant computer. It is this tolerance of
errors that make topological systems such an exciting route in the search for quantum
computers [5].
1.7 ν = 5/2 FQHE
The quantum Hall eﬀect is fascinating, in both its integer and fractional forms.
Here we present a quick summary of important ingredients, and information relevant
to the work in this thesis. Although there are many books and review papers on the
subject, the three sources that proved most useful in the preparation of the research
and this discussion are [57].
12
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1.7.1 Electrons in 2D & Magnetic Fields
When non-interacting electrons are conﬁned to two spatial dimensions and an
external magnetic ﬁeld is applied, the Hamiltonian of the system is
H0 =
1
2me
(
~pi − e
c
~A(~xi)
)2
. (1.2)
where ~p is the momentum, e the electron charge, me the electron mass, c the speed
of light, and ~A the vector potential which is a function of position. The eigenstates
of this Hamiltonian are split into Landau levels, each containing many degenerate
states. The Landau levels are all equally spaced in energy. The splitting between
these levels is ~ωc = ~eB/mec, where ~ is the reduced Plank's constant, and B the
applied magnetic ﬁeld.
If we choose the symmetric gauge, with ~A = B
2
(−y, x, 0) for an applied ﬁeld
in the z-direction perpendicular to the plane, then we can make the substitution
z = x− iy, and ﬁnd a basis for the states in the lowest Landau level:
ψm = (2pi2
mm!)−1/2zme−zz¯/4`B . (1.3)
Ignoring the Gaussian factor, the eigenstates are analytic polynomials in z. The
denominator in the exponent includes the magnetic length, `B =
√
~c/eB, which
corresponds roughly to the radius of a circle occupied by one electron. The basis, and
in particular the magnetic length, will be important in our later analysis of trapped
quasiparticles in chapter 2.
Still in the symmetric gauge, we can ﬁnd the degeneracy as follows. Consider
a disk or radius R. From the wavefunctions, we ﬁnd (by taking a derivative with
respect to z) that the maximum occurs along a circle of radius r =
√
2m`B. We
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can thus ﬁt all eigenstates with m ≤ R2/(2`2B) into this disk, which is the number of
states. The degeneracy is then the number of states divided by the area, which gives
g = 1/(2pi`2B) = eB/hc = B/φ0, with φ0 = hc/e the magnetic ﬂux quantum. We
then deﬁne the ﬁlling factor as the ratio of the density to the degeneracy:
ν =
ρ
g
= 2pi`2Bρ =
ρφ0
B
. (1.4)
When the chemical potential sits between Landau levels, the longitudinal resis-
tivity vanishes, and the Hall resistivity is
ρxy =
h
νe2
, (1.5)
where ν is quantised (integer or fraction). ν corresponds to the ﬁlling factor of the
Landau levels, which, when the chemical potential is between levels, is an integer.
This non-interacting picture can be used to understand the integer quantum
Hall eﬀect. We next look at the phenomena associated with the inclusion of Coulomb
interactions.
1.7.2 Interactions and Fractions - 5/2
In the previous section, we ignored Coulomb interactions. This is a reasonable
assumption when Landau levels are ﬁlled, and the spacing to the next Landau level,
~ωc is much larger than the scale of the Coulomb energy, e2/`B. However, when a
Landau level is only partially ﬁlled and the chemical potential is inside the Landau
level, electron-electron interactions need to be included.
Various works [810] describe series of fractionally ﬁlled states expected to ex-
hibit quantum Hall plateaus with fractional values of ν. Approximate wavefunctions
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have been written down for these states, and their accuracy has been checked through
numerical calculations. One reason why these are not exact wavefunctions is that they
neglect the small but non-zero size of real systems in the direction perpendicular to
the plane. Most of the expected, and observed, fractional quantum Hall states have
odd denominators. One outsider to this group, ﬁrst observed in 1987 [11], is the
ν = 5/2 state
Several wavefunctions have been written down for this unexpected even-denominator
state. A trial wavefunction of particular interest, which we assume to be a valid de-
scription of the state in the work presented in chapter 2, is the Moore-Read (MR)
Pfaﬃan [12]:
ΨPf = Pf
(
1
zi − zj
)∏
i<j
(zi − zj)m exp
(
−
∑
i
|zi|2/4`2B
)
. (1.6)
The ﬁrst term, the Pfaﬃan, is the square root of the determinant, deﬁned for an
anti-symmetric matrix. When m is even, this describes an even-denominator state in
the lowest Landau level. Although the MR state is only an approximate ground state
for Coulomb interactions, it is interesting to note that it is an exact ground state of
a three-body repulsive interaction. Since topological properties cannot change when
we perturb the wavefucntion unless the gap closes, and since small perturbations will
not close the gap, the MR state can be used to describe the topological features of
the system. It has been shown [12] that the quasiparticles in a MR state should
have non-Abelian statistics. The fusion rules are as described in section 1.5.3, and
for N quasiparticles, the degeneracy of the ground state is 2N/2−1. The anyonic
quasiparticles fall into the class of Ising×Z(1/2)8 , as described in [13].
An alternate wavefunction is the anti-Pfaﬃan, which is the particle-hole conju-
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gate of the MR state [14,15]. Both the MR and the anti-Pfaﬃan have the same energy
in a lowest Landau level calculation, and it is therefore diﬃcult to determine which
is the better approximation for the true 5/2 state. However, quasiparticles in both
states have the same interesting properties we assume for the rest of our discussion
(e.g. non-Abelian statistics, fractional charge), and so we do not need to distinguish
between the two states.
In 2000, Read and Green [16] showed that the MR state is the quantum Hall
analog of a spin polarised px + ipy-wave superconductor. In the px + ipy supercon-
ductor, the vortices have Majorana modes attached to them, and the vortices play a
role similar to the quasiparticles in the ν = 5/2 state. This analogy can be useful in
picturing the topological charge as an exponentially decaying wavefucntion centred
on the quasiparticles, and the splitting between fusion channels as a result of overlap
of the wavefunctions.
Other proposed states include the Halperin (3,3,1) state [17]. Although alter-
native wavefunctions remain possible explanations for states at half-ﬁlled Landau
levels, numerical calculations [18,19] suggest that these other states are not favoured
at ν = 5/2. We note, however, that these numerical calculations are performed for
small numbers of electrons (N ≤ 18), on a sphere or a torus, and therefore further
experimental evidence is required.
1.7.3 Fractional Charge and SETs
One of the predictions of Moore and Read [12] is that the quasiparticles in the
ν = 5/2 state carry a charge of one quarter the electron charge. Fractional charge
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had already been predicted and measured in other fractional quantum Hall states [8,
2022]. In fact, recent experiments seem to show that the quasiparticles really do
have charge e/4 [2325]. Here, we brieﬂy focus on the work by Venkatachalam et.
al. [23], which is the inspiration for our investigations on the subject. The experiment
in [23] uses a Single Electron Transistor (SET) to measure the charge of the 5/2
quasiparticles. A SET is a quantum dot formed between two metallic leads, and
capacitively coupled to the system under study. The appearance of additional charges
in the area under the SET changes the electric potential in the dot, and consequently
the current through the dot. By continuously varying the chemical potential (µ) in
the sample, say by a global back-gate, and measuring the change in density (n) with
the SET, the compressibility, ∂n/∂µ can be obtained. Further details on SETs are
presented clearly in [26].
1.8 1D wires
Another system predicted to host Majorana modes that has gained much at-
tention, including our own, is the quasi-one-dimensional semi-conducting wire with
spin-orbit interactions coupled to a superconductor. Preceded by the idea of a two-
dimensional semi-conductor sandwiched between a s-wave superconductor and a mag-
netic insulator [27], the one dimensional system was proposed in 2010 [28, 29]. The
1D version is simpler than the 2D version because it replaces the magnetic insulator
with an applied magnetic ﬁeld, and removes the need for vortices, which could cause
decoherence [28].
These wire systems have been created and measured by several experimental
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groups [3036], who have tried various combinations of materials for the semicon-
ductor and superconductor. The Majorana states are conﬁned to the ends of the
wire, and in a purely one dimensional system cannot be braided around each other.
A solution to this problem was provided in [37, 38], where the authors suggested a
network of wires, in which the end of the wire is moved using external gates, so that
the Majorana states can be braided.
1.8.1 Bogoliubov de Gennes
In chapters 3 and 4, we use the Bogoliubov de Gennes (BdG) formalism. We
therefore provide a quick description here. To understand the BdG Hamiltonian, we
begin with non-interacting electrons with a spin degeneracy, described by:
H0 =
(
(−i∇)2
2m
− µ(x)
)
σ0, (1.7)
where m the mass, and σ0 is the identity matrix in spin-space. Here µ(x) is the local
chemical potential, which may depend on position in the presence of a spatially vary-
ing external potential. Later, we will generalise the Hamiltonian to include magnetic
ﬁelds and spin-orbit interactions.
We can write this Hamiltonian in second quantised notation for many particles
as:
H0 =
∑
σ
∫
d~xc†σ(~x)
(
(−i∇)2
2m
− µ
)
cσ(~x), (1.8)
where c†σ(~x) is the creation operator for an electron with spin σ and position ~x. We
can (for reasons that become clear in a moment) write this as
H0 =
1
2
∑
σ
∫
d~x
[
c†σ(~x)
(
(−i∇)2
2m
− µ
)
cσ(~x)− cσ(~x)
(
(−i∇)2
2m
− µ
)
c†σ(~x)
]
, (1.9)
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where we used the Fermion anti-commutation relation and discarded a constant term.
Next, we introduce a spinor ψ(~x) =
(
c↑(~x), c↓(~x), c
†
↑(~x), c
†
↓(~x)
)T
, and we can write the
Hamiltonian as H0 =
∫
d~xψ†(~x)HBdGψ(~x), where
HBdG =
1
2

ζ 0 0 0
0 ζ 0 0
0 0 −ζ 0
0 0 0 −ζ

(1.10)
and we used ζ = (−i∇)
2
2m
− µ(x). Note that we have, until now, simply added redun-
dancy and doubled our spectrum. The added advantage comes when we add a pairing
term to the Hamiltonian, which in this formalism simply couples the top and bottom
blocks of the Hamiltonian. In particular, if we consider a conventional s-wave singlet
pair potential, H∆ =
∫
d~x
[
∆(~x)c†↑(~x)c
†
↓(~x) + ∆
∗(~x)c↓(~x)c↑(~x)
]
, then our Hamiltonian
is H = H0 +H∆, and we can write the BdG Hamiltonian as
HBdG =
1
2

ζ 0 0 ∆(~x)
0 ζ −∆(~x) 0
0 −∆∗(~x) −ζ 0
∆∗(~x) 0 0 −ζ

. (1.11)
We can write the Schrödinger equation for this Hamiltonian, which we call the BdG
equation:
HBdG~Φ = E~Φ, (1.12)
with eigentstates ~Φ = (u↑(~x), u↓(~x), v↑(~x), v↓(~x))
T
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After performing a unitary transformation, we may deﬁne operators
γ↑(~x) = u↑(~x)c↑(~x) + v∗↓(~x)c
†
↓(~x) (1.13)
γ↓(~x) = u↑(~x)c↑(~x)− v∗↓(~x)c†↓(~x). (1.14)
The corresponding operators satisfy [γσ(~x), H0] = Eγσ(~x). When the system is trans-
lationally invariant, i.e. µ(x) = µ and ∆(x) = ∆, we can impose periodic boundary
conditions and assume plane wave solutions. After Fourier transforming, the spec-
trum has two pairs of degenerate solutions,
E± = ±
√
ζ2k + |∆|2, (1.15)
and the system is gapped whenever |∆| 6= 0.
In general, the eigenstates of HBdG will be mixtures of electron and hole states.
The ground state of HBdG is a ﬁlled Fermi sea, with all negative energy states ﬁlled,
and all positive energy states empty. Excitations are then described by mixtures
of creation and annihilation operators, or electrons and holes, with the weighting
between the two more equal at lower energies. We can calculate matrix elements
with these excited mixed states, and one ﬁnds that terms of the form 〈c↑c↓〉 can have
non-zero expectation values, even in the ground state.
1.9 HgTe
1.9.1 Topological Insulators
We are interested in HgTe, an example of the recently discovered class of mate-
rials known as two-dimensional topological insulators [3946]. These states are some-
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times referred to as quantum spin Hall conductors, although they only have ﬁnite
spin Hall conductance when the z-component of the spin is preserved. When system
parameters are tuned properly, these materials have no excitations in the bulk, and
modes of opposite spins moving in opposite directions along the edges. These edge
modes are gapless in the absence of a coupling that breaks time-reversal symmetry.
When the edges are coupled to a superconductor, Majorana modes are predicted to
be present on the edge. In this thesis, we do not address the presence of Majorana
modes  we seek to understand whether or not superconductivity can be induced
throughout a sample coupled to a superconductor on its edge.
1.9.2 Induced Superconductivity
Recent experiments have shown that it is indeed possible to proximity-induce
superconductivity in HgTe quantum wells [47]. Superconducting titanium/aluminium
contacts are placed on the sample, and a supercurrent is observed. When the system
is in the topological regime, the current ﬂows in edge states. In order to form localised
Majorana Fermions, an in-plane ﬁeld must be applied, and we will examine how this
ﬁeld changes the induced superconductivity in the HgTe.
1.10 Real Systems
The systems discussed in this thesis are one- or two-dimensional, but our world
has three spatial dimensions. How do experimentalists create eﬀectively low-dimensional
systems? For the cases we study, they grow semiconducting heterostructures and
nanowires. A heterostructure is a layered combination of several semiconducting ma-
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terials. The most common example for quantum Hall experiments is a mix of GaAs
and AlxGa1−xAs, where the GaAs is sandwiched between two much thicker layers
of AlGaAs. Typical thicknesses for the thin layer are on the order of 10nm. Since
GaAs has a smaller bandgap than AlGaAs, electrons in the ﬁlling of the sandwich
are trapped. For this particular choice of materials, holes are also trapped since both
the valence and conduction bands are shifted toward a smaller bandgap in GaAs.
By keeping the GaAs layer extremely thin, motion in the perpendicular direction
becomes quantised. If only the lowest level in this direction is occupied, the system
is eﬀectively two-dimensional.
Various techniques exist for growing such materials, as well as for gating and
contacting them. Details are available in [48]. In some cases, dopants are placed
within the AlGaAs, to increase the density of the two-dimensional gas. As discussed
in chapter 2, these ionised dopants can also cause disorder. A sketch of these systems
is shown in ﬁgure 1.3
Although wires can be created by growing a two-dimensional system and then
conﬁning it to one dimension with metallic gates, the wires used in experiments we
discuss in chapter 3 were grown as wires. Long pillars of InAs or InSb are grown in
the lab, and then the best ones are knocked over onto a substrate and placed over
the necessary gates. Recently developed techniques allow for superconducting shells
to be grown directly on these pillars [49].
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Figure 1.3: A sketch of a AlGaAs/GaAs heterostrcutre. The blue plane
represents the thin layer of GaAs in the large block of AlGaAs. The red
dashed lines mark the plane in which dopants are often placed.
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Detecting Non-Abelian Anyons by
Charging Spectroscopy
2.1 Overview
Observation of non-Abelian statistics for the e/4 quasiparticles in the ν = 5
2
fractional
quantum Hall state remains an outstanding experimental problem. The non-Abelian
statistics are linked to the presence of additional low energy states in a system with
localised quasiparticles, and hence an additional low-temperature entropy. Recent
experiments, which detect changes in the number of quasiparticles trapped in a local
potential well as a function of an applied gate voltage, VG, provide a possibility
for measuring this entropy, if carried out over a suitable range of temperatures, T .
We present a microscopic model for quasiparticles in a potential well and study the
eﬀects of non-Abelian statistics on the charge stability diagram in the VG − T plane,
including broadening at ﬁnite temperature. We predict a measurable slope for the
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ﬁrst quasiparticle charging line, and an even-odd eﬀect in the diagram, which is a
signature of non-Abelian statistics.
2.2 Introduction
The unambiguous observation of particles obeying non-Abelian statistics re-
mains an outstanding experimental challenge in condensed matter physics. The
Moore-Read (MR) fractional quantum Hall state (FQH) [12], believed to be realised
at ﬁlling fraction ν = 5/2, is one of the most promising candidate phases to exhibit
such quasiparticles (QPs) [5]. The MR state is predicted to support QPs of charge
±e/4; for N such QPs, localised and well separated from each other, there should be
a nearly degenerate set of ground states, with multiplicity 2N/2−1. For temperature
T larger than the splitting of these ground states, but smaller than the gap to higher
excited states, this degeneracy contributes an eﬀective entropy to the system, the
non-Abelian entropy.
Non-Abelian statistics predicts that pairs of QPs can interact to form two dis-
tinct states, or fusion channels, f , commonly denoted as f = 1, ψ. In a ﬁnite system,
the two states have diﬀerent energies, and the ground state is unique; for T below
the splitting between the two, the non-Abelian entropy is lost.
There are several recent theoretical proposals for techniques to observe this en-
tropy through bulk measurement of thermodynamic and transport properties [5053].
Recent measurements in this direction of thermoelectric response at ν = 5/2 are
encouraging [54]. These theoretical proposals assume that all QPs are well sepa-
rated, such that degeneracy-lifting interactions are weak or non-existent. However,
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recent local electronic charge-sensing measurements, using a single-electron transistor
(SET) [23], suggest that QPs tend to trap in local potential wells due to electrostatic
disorder, which may be tightly conﬁning and contain more than one QP. In this ex-
periment, by comparing the spacing between charging events at ν = 5/2 with those
at 7/3, the QP charge was veriﬁed to be e/4 as predicted. Conﬁned QPs split their
degeneracy through two means: Majorana exchange [55,56], present even for station-
ary QPs, and as we show here, an orbital splitting from interchange of the charged
QPs, which can dominate in special cases.
In this chapter, we study the charging spectra of local quasiparticle traps. Such
traps may be induced by disorder or deﬁned by gates. Their spectra reﬂect the QP
statistics, just as electronic dot spectra reﬂect the spin and Fermionic statistics of
electrons. We show that low-frequency SET charge-sensing measurements, which
provide only thermally-averaged information regarding the dot spectra, are suﬃcient
for extracting non-Abelian signatures. At low but experimentally accessible T , we
predict a robust temperature evolution of the N = 0− 1 transition, and an even-odd
eﬀect in the evolution of the charging spectrum for several non-Abelian anyons. This
eﬀect should be visible for T below the relevant gaps to excited states for N particles,
which we calculate for N = 1, 2.
The experiments of [23] measure the change in potential at the SET induced by
a change δVG in the potential applied to a backgate on the sample. If there is a single
disorder-induced well close to the SET, the measured signal is inversely proportional
to the compressibility of the well, κ = ∂〈N〉
∂µ
, where µ is the QP chemical potential in
the vicinity of the well. For an isolated well, the relation between δVG and the change
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in µ should be linear, but the constant of proportionality is geometry-dependent, as
screening depends on the local environment as well as the distance to the gate. If
there are several wells nearby, their signals are weighted according to the strength of
their coupling to the SET; in this case, Coulomb interactions between wells need also
be taken into account.
At T = 0, the compressibility has a δ-function peak at a crossing of energy levels
between N and N + 1 QPs in a well. At ﬁnite T , the peak broadens and may shift as
a function of µ due to entropy eﬀects. The simplest case to consider is an isolated well
at the transition from N = 0 to N = 1, or slightly more involved, from one to two. At
higher occupation numbers, we give qualitative arguments for the stability diagram.
We examine both circular and elliptical traps, and account for temperature eﬀects
including broadening and excited states. In our model, e/4 QPs are represented as
interacting charged particles in a magnetic ﬁeld, conﬁned to the lowest Landau level
(LLL), with non-Abelian statistics. The interaction is Coulomb, supplemented by an
interaction VX(r) due to the exchange of Majorana Fermions.
2.3 Qualitative Picture
We begin with the charging diagram for Abelian particles in a well, to contrast
it with the non-Abelian case. For simplicity of presentation, we consider varying
only the QP chemical potential, although as discussed below, local gating will be
required to access the full charging spectrum. The well sits in a larger quantum Hall
state containing other distant wells, which provide a reservoir for QPs. At T = 0,
as a function of chemical potential, a series of peaks in the compressibility appear,
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corresponding to individual charging events in the well. The spacing of these peaks
deﬁnes the charging energy, U(N). As T increases, the peak centres evolve vertically
in the charging diagram (red dashed lines in Fig 2.1), until T reaches the minimum
excitation energy, ∆N , set by the excited states within the well. Above this energy,
µ
T
 3
 1
 2
 4
N = 0 1 2 3 4
Figure 2.1: Cartoon charge stability diagram, showing only peak centres (no
broadening). Vertical axis is temperature T ; horizontal axis µ is the chemical
potential for charged QPs, controlled in experiment by a gate potential. Red
dashed lines are for Abelian particles. Blue solid lines correspond to non-
Abelian QPs in a tightly conﬁning well. ∆N is the gap to excited states for
N particles, and sets scale for other entropic eﬀects. Notice even-odd eﬀect
for non-Abelian anyons.
the curve deviates from a straight line due to entropic eﬀects. The peaks broaden
linearly with T for both Abelian and non-Abelian QPs.
When several non-Abelian QPs occupy a tightly conﬁning well, they uniquely
fuse at low energies. This produces a distinct experimental signature - the even-odd
eﬀect. As highlighted in [51], the density dependence of the zero-temperature entropy
produces a distinct signature in the inverse compressibility of bulk samples at low T .
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In local traps with discrete QP number, the diﬀerence in zero-temperature entropy
∆S between adjacent number states produces a related low-T signature in the charge
stability diagram: the slope of the charge transition line in the µ−T plane is −1/∆S.
The ﬁrst QP placed in the well contributes SNA = ln 2/2 to the non-Abelian entropy
(kB = 1), or equivalently adds a
√
2 degeneracy; thus, the N = 0 − 1 transition line
has slope −2/ ln 2 in the µ − T plane as T → 0. A second QP fuses uniquely with
the ﬁrst QP into the 1 or ψ channel and the non-Abelian entropy is extinguished,
∆S = − ln 2/2. Thus, as T increases from zero, the N = 1 state becomes entropically
more favourable than the N = 2 state, and the transition line has slope +2/ ln 2 (blue
solid lines in Fig 2.1). This even-odd eﬀect persists as the well charges: odd numbers
of particles fuse into the non-Abelian σ-channel, while even numbers uniquely fuse
into either the Abelian 1 or ψ channels, as long as T remains below the splitting
between these two channels. If the splitting between channels is smaller than ∆N ,
there exists an intermediate regime, in which the degeneracy is preserved and the
non-Abelian entropy increases by ln 2/2 with every additional particle, and all lines
have parallel negative slopes. A similar eﬀect for electrons due to spin degeneracy
was predicted and seen in quantum dots at B = 0 [57,58]. For a quantised Hall state
in a strong magnetic ﬁeld, however, if QPs have more than one spin state, we expect
their energies to split, due to the Zeeman and/or Coulomb exchange ﬁelds, by an
amount large compared to the temperatures of interest. Moreover, if spin-degeneracy
were present, the charging lines would have a diﬀerent slope than for fusion channel
degeneracy, because of the factor of two diﬀerence in entropy per QP.
For wells far apart compared to the magnetic length, the rate, δwell/~ of Majo-
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rana exchange between them falls oﬀ exponentially in their separation. We therefore
consider charging lines for temperatures T  δwell, assumed zero for an isolated well.
In this limit there is no fusion-channel splitting between wells, and each independently
exhibits the even-odd eﬀect. However, the charging spectra are not completely inde-
pendent due to capacitive coupling. In an experiment sensitive to multiple disorder-
induced wells, the charging spectra of the wells appear overlaid with unknown oﬀsets
making the even-odd eﬀect more diﬃcult to observe, without ﬁrst associating the var-
ious peaks to their respective wells. Experiments [23,59,60] suggest that determining
such associations is possible.
2.4 Equilibration
Although QPs are locally trapped, the equilibrium model we present requires
that the system explores the degenerate ground state manifold faster than the mea-
surement time texp of the charge-sensing experiments. This time is determined by the
rate of change of the gate voltage, typically texp ∼ 0.1s. We estimate the equilibra-
tion time due to thermal excitations as tT ∼ 10−4s texp, meeting the requirement.
To obtain this estimate, we take tT = ~/ET, where ET ∼ ∆5/2 exp
(−∆5/2/kBT) is
an Arrhenius estimate of thermally-induced inter-well hopping. Taking an activation
gap of ≈ 0.25K and a temperature of 20mK, we obtain tT ∼ 10−4s. texp is an experi-
mental parameter, typically of order 10 Hz in existing measurements [23]. Moreover,
the observed changes in the charge state of the studied well during experiments [23]
imply that QPs hop freely between wells on the time scale texp. Assuming the hopping
processes have a stochastic component, they will naturally lead to braiding of QPs
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from diﬀerent wells.
2.5 Quantitative Picture
Returning to a single well in a large bath, we present a model for calculating
the charging diagram. The partition function is
Z =
∑
N
g(N)e−β(F (N,T )−µN), (2.1)
where β = 1/T , the internal free energy of N -particle states in the well is F (N, T ),
and
g(N) =

√
2 N odd
1 N even
(2.2)
captures the non-Abelian degeneracy associated with net fusion within the well. In a
well where QPs are close, such that all other fusion-degeneracies are split by energies
larger than T , we take F (N, T ) ≈ F (N, 0) for T  ∆N , the gap to excitations.
In principle, however, for a wide well where electron-electron interactions localise
the QPs further apart, an intermediate regime can exist in which the topological
degeneracies are not signiﬁcantly split and F (N, T ) ≈ F (N, 0)−T bN
2
c ln 2, where b·c
denotes the integer part, for temperatures up to the gap ∆N .
The compressibility follows from the partition function. To leading order near
the N − 1 to N charge transition at the critical chemical potential, µN0 ≡ F (N, 0)−
F (N − 1, 0),
κ = β
g(N)
g(N−1)e
β(δµ−∆F )(
1 + g(N)
g(N−1)e
β(δµ−∆F )
)2 , (2.3)
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where δµ = µ − µN0 and ∆F = F (N, T ) − F (N − 1, T ) − µN0 . We diﬀerentiate with
respect to δµ to ﬁnd the centre of the peak: δµmax = T ln (g(N − 1)/g(N)) + ∆F .
For a tightly conﬁning circular well at low T , for which ∆F = 0, this gives δµmax =
±(T/2) ln 2, which conﬁrms that the charging line slopes alternate sign as a function
of the parity of N . In the intermediate regime, the slope is negative for all N . The
peak height decreases with T as κmax ∼ 1/4T , while the full-width-half-max (FWHM)
increases with T due to number ﬂuctuations as FWHM ∼ 2T ln(3+2√2), roughly ten
times as fast as the shift in position. Nevertheless, tracing the peak should be possible
if measurements are suﬃciently accurate. In the experimental regime of interest, the
charging energy U(N) = µN0 − µN−10  T , so the peaks remain distinguishable. The
key input to the above statistical model is the microcanonical low-energy spectra of
ﬁxed numbers of QPs in a well, which we now calculate for N = 1, 2.
2.6 One Particle
For a particle in an elliptical harmonic well,
Vtrap =
1
2
k
(
x2 + αy2
)
, (2.4)
where k is the spring constant, and α controls the eccentricity (α = 1 deﬁnes a
circular trap), the level-spacing is ∆1 = k
√
αl∗B
2, where l∗B =
√
~/e∗B is the eﬀective
magnetic length for QPs in a magnetic ﬁeld B. At ﬁnite T , this produces an internal
free energy,
F (1, T ) = T ln(1− e−∆1/T ). (2.5)
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This free energy decreases weakly with T for T < ∆1, only signiﬁcantly correcting
the linear charging curve for T  ∆1, as shown in ﬁgure 2.1.
2.7 Two Particles
As the fusion channel, f , of two orbiting non-Abelian anyons is conserved, the
orbital dynamics may be treated separately in each f -sector. This reduces to the
dynamics of Abelian anyons whose statistical angle θ depends on the fusion sector.
For Ising anyons, θ1 = 0 and θψ = pi/2 [13]. To model two such anyons in a well, each
with charge e∗ = e/4, we write the Hamiltonian for a pair of Bosons with a statistical
gauge ﬁeld:
H =
1
2m
2∑
i=1
(
~pi − ~~afi − e∗ ~Ai
)2
+ Vtrap(~ri)+ (2.6)
+ VI(~r1 − ~r2) + V fX(~r1 − ~r2).
The ﬁrst term contains the electromagnetic vector potential ~Ai, corresponding to a
uniform external B-ﬁeld, as well as a statistical gauge ﬁeld
(
afx, a
f
y
)
=
θf
pir2
(y,−x),
which binds a ﬂux tube of strength θf to each quasiparticle, and m is the eﬀective
QP mass. We project into the LLL, taking m → 0. The coordinates in ~ai are
relative to the other particle. We assume that the QPs interact via a Coulomb
interaction, VI = e
∗2
4pir
, where  ≡ r0 is the electric permittivity of the material. This
approximation is valid assuming that QPs do not come within l∗B of each other. VX is
the direct energy splitting of the fusion channels due to virtual exchange of Majorana
Fermions. It is related to the fusion channel splitting discussed in [55,56], and should
consist of an exponential decay and oscillations, each on the order of several l∗B. For
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circular wells, the behaviour of Abelian anyons has been treated previously [6164].
We summarise key results, and include corrections due to eccentricity.
In the symmetric gauge for harmonic traps, the centre-of-mass (CM) and relative
(REL) coordinates decouple. In the CM coordinate, the statistical gauge ﬁeld ~af falls
out, leaving a single particle projected into the LLL in a harmonic well. For the
REL coordinate, the particle is conﬁned to a half-plane with the origin removed, and
~af remains [62]. We change the gauge, so that ~af = 0, giving a twisted boundary
condition, ψREL(r, pi) = eiθfψREL(r, 0). The potential landscape in the half-plane is
deﬁned by strong Coulomb repulsion near the origin together with the harmonic trap,
Vtrap + VI , for VX = 0. The twisted periodic boundary conditions allow only angular
momenta ` = 2n+θ/pi, for n integer. The REL-coordinate wave-functions in the LLL
have a basis given by |`〉,
〈z|`〉 = N−
1
2
` z
`e−|z|
2/4(2l∗B
2), (2.7)
where z = x+ iy and N` is a normalisation constant on the half-plane. In this basis,
we can diagonalise to ﬁnd the two-particle spectrum. The potential has diagonal
terms, as well as an oﬀ-diagonal term only when circular symmetry is broken.
2.8 Circular Well
We assume VX = 0 initially, and note that the CM coordinate behaves just like
the single particle case with ∆CM = ∆1. The lowest energy gap ∆
f
R in the relative
coordinate within a fusion channel f can be found by taking diﬀerences between ad-
jacent `-states near the minimum, obtained by diagonalising the Hamiltonian. We
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deﬁne the parameter r0 = (e∗2/2pik)1/3, the radial position of the minimum of the po-
tential. This splitting ∆fR oscillates with r0 at ﬁxed magnetic ﬁeld with an amplitude
that decays in the large-well limit, r0  l∗B, as
∆fR . 12∆1
r20
l∗B
2 = 24
e∗2
4pi
l∗B
4
r50
, (2.8)
The other relevant gap for the relative coordinate is the energy diﬀerence E1ψ =
|E10 − Eψ0 | between lowest energy states in the 1 and ψ channels. With VX = 0,
the splitting between fusion channels is an interchange eﬀect, which follows from
the allowed angular momenta in each channel; in particular, E1ψ behaves similarly
to ∆fR with a maximum oscillation bounded by the power law
9
2
e∗2
4pi
l∗B
4
r50
, which is
approximately 20% of the amplitude of ∆fR. For T < E1ψ and ∆
f
R, the slope of the
1-2 transition in the µ− T plane is positive, exhibiting the even-odd eﬀect. Clearly,
intra-channel entropy washes out the eﬀect for T > ∆fR. As r0 varies, E1ψ will oscillate
in sign, and can be arbitrarily small if r0 is close to a zero-crossing. If E1ψ < T < ∆
f
R,
the 0-1 and 1-2 charging lines are parallel with negative slope −2/ ln 2.
Non-Abelian QPs at ﬁnite separation can exchange Majorana Fermions, leading
to an additional fusion channel splitting. Unlike the orbital contribution, this splitting
occurs even when QPs are localised. Using a variational method to calculate this
energy splitting for particles on a sphere, it was found to decay exponentially on the
order of several magnetic lengths, up to a numerical pre-factor of O(1) [56]. VX in the
Hamiltonian accounts for a splitting of this form. We do not calculate VX explicitly,
but note that while it dominates the shift between fusion channel spectra in tightly
conﬁning wells, it oscillates and decays exponentially as the well widens and particle
separation increases. In general, VX increases E1ψ, promoting the even-odd eﬀect
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over a larger T -range, and making a regime of parallel charging lines less likely.
2.9 Anisotropic Well
For anisotropic wells, again taking VX = 0 initially, consider the relative coordi-
nate for two QPs. Starting from the circular well where QP orbits encircle the origin
in the half-plane, as the eccentricity α increases, the eﬀective potential acquires a
minimum on the x-axis, at x = r0, and a saddle point on the y axis at y = r0/α1/3.
For any given α > 1, the wavefunction becomes eﬀectively localised near the poten-
tial minimum for (r0/l∗B)
2 > 2√
3
√
α−1
(α1/3−1) ≡ λ(α). This is when the lowest-energy state
near the minimum has energy lower than the saddle point potential. As α→ 1, λ(α)
diverges as (α − 1)−1/2, conﬁrming that for a circular well, QPs are not localised.
Eccentricity breaks any accidental degeneracies which arise in the circular potential
near r0, and modiﬁes the spectrum of the well. For low eccentricities, the degen-
eracy breaking can increase or decrease the orbital splitting. For large enough α,
the QPs are trapped at opposite ends of the well, and no longer orbit each other,
except for quantum tunneling across the saddle point. In a saddle point tunneling
model, the orbital exchange rate, R, in the large well limit is Gaussian in the well-
size, R ≈ kl∗B2 exp[−α−1/2λ(α)−1c(α) (r0/l∗B)2], where c(α) depends weakly on α and
goes to a constant of order unity as α → 1. This expression may be obtained by
estimating the potential as Harmonic near the minimum, and using a WKB type
calculation of the tunneling of a particle near a quadratic saddle point in the LLL, as
in [65]. Increasing α also has the eﬀect of raising the energy of the ground state, by
increasing the harmonic frequency of the trap.
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For anisotropic wells with VX 6= 0, the exchange eﬀect naturally dominates
the splitting at large r0, since the exchange of neutral Majorana Fermions decays
exponentially while the interchange of localised charged particles in a magnetic ﬁeld
decays as a Gaussian. We recover the even-odd eﬀect for T below this splitting,
regardless of QP localisation.
2.10 Energy Estimates
A simple model producing a charge trap is provided by considering a point-like
gate, a distance d above the 2DEG. A charge +|e| on this gate produces an eﬀective
circular harmonic trap in the plane with spring constant k = |ee
∗|
4pid3
. Using r = 13 for
GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells, B = 3.5T and d = 100nm, we ﬁnd r0 = 63nm. The
charging energy is 1.6K, and the gap to single particle excited states in the well is
∆1 ≈ 0.24K, preserving the slope of −2/ ln 2 throughout the accessible experimental
range 20mK . T . 80mK. The 1-channel ground state has lower energy than the ψ-
channel by E1ψ ≈ 29mK in the absence of VX , and the intrachannel gap ∆1R ≈ 220mK,
above the accessible range. As r0/l∗B ≈ 2.3, we expect the contribution of VX to
enhance the even-odd eﬀect. Since the calculated charging energy is larger than the
energy gap for the ν = 5/2 plateau, it is probably impossible to observe multiple
transitions in a single well simply by changing the voltage on a back gate. However,
applying a voltage to a point-like gate on top of the sample can change the depth of
a well by a large amount without inducing QPs in the surrounding 5/2 state.
To further enhance the even-odd eﬀect, all energy gaps need to be increased.
Increasing the charge on a point-gate or reducing the setback distance d makes the
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conﬁning trap tighter. Increasing the magnetic length  by lowering B while main-
taining the ﬁlling fraction  increases all of the relevant splittings in a ﬁxed trap
geometry.
2.11 Matrix Elements
The normalisation constant is:
〈`|`〉 = 1
N`
∫ ∞
0
rdr
∫ pi
0
dφ
(
r
lB
)2l
e−r
2/4l2B
!
= 1
⇒ N` = pi2`l2BΓ (`+ 1) ,
where Γ(x) is the gamma function. The basis states are proportional to e−r
2/8l2B as
opposed to the usual e−r
2/4l2B because r is the relative coordinate. The potential has
diagonal terms, as well as an oﬀ-diagonal term only when circular symmetry is broken
(α 6= 1):
〈`|V RELtrap |`〉 =
(1 + α)
2
kl∗B
2(`+ 1)
〈`|V RELtrap |`+ 2〉 =
(1− α)
4
l∗B
2k
√
(`+ 2)(`+ 1)
〈`|VI |`〉 = e
∗2
8pil∗B
Γ[`+ 1/2]
Γ[`+ 1]
. (2.9)
Note that integration is over the half-plane, since we are working in the relative
coordinate. The fusion-channel dependence is hidden in ` = 2n+ θf/pi. For θ = 0 (pi)
the results apply to Bosons (Fermions).
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2.12 Saddle Point
We demonstrate how to obtain the tunneling rate through a saddle point stated
in section 2.9. In the REL coordinate for two particles, the potential is:
V (r) =
ζ
r
+
1
2
(
k
2
)(
x2 + αy2
)
, (2.10)
with ζ = e∗2/4pi and eﬀective magnetic length
√
2l∗B. In the circular case, α = 1,
the minimum is circularly symmetric at r0 = (2ζ/k)1/3. For α 6= 1, in the x-y plane,
(r0, 0) is still a minimum, and (0, rs) is a saddle point, with rs = r0/(α1/3). Expanding
to quadratic order near the minimum and the saddle point gives:
V (x− r0, y) = V (r0) + 1
2
3k
2
[
δx2 +
(
α
3
− 1
3
)
δy2
]
,
V (0, y − rs) = V (rs) + 1
2
3kα
2
[(
1
3α
− 1
3
)
δx2 + δy2
]
, (2.11)
where as expected the transverse components vanish in the circular case, and the
energy levels near r0 are En = V (r0) + 3kl∗B
2
√
(α− 1)/3(n + 1/2). We compare the
ground state near r0 to the height of the saddle point, V (rs), namely:
δE = V (rs)− E0 = 3k
2
[
1
2
r20(α
1/3 − 1)− l∗B2
√
α− 1
3
]
. (2.12)
Solving for δE > 0 gives the condition (r0/l∗B)
2 > λ(α) described in section 2.9.
To ﬁnd the tunneling rate through the saddle point, we use the expression for the
transmission through a saddle point potential VSP (x, y) = −Uxx2 +Uyy2 given in [65],
T = (1 + exp(−piE))−1, where E = −δE/1, 1 =
√
UxUy/mωc in the large B-
limit, and ωc is the cyclotron frequency. For the saddle point under consideration,
mωc = 1/2l
∗
B
2, and 1 = k2
√
3α(α− 1)l∗B2, giving:
E =
−3
[
1
2
r20(α
1/3 − 1)− l∗B2
√
α−1
3
]
√
3α(α− 1)l∗B2
, (2.13)
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which reduces to E ∼ −1
2
√
3α
(
r0
l∗B
)2
α1/3−1√
α−1 for large r0/l
∗
B, and in this limit, T ∼
exp(piE). To convert from transmission probability to a transmission rate, we take
the velocity of a QP about its orbit as the ratio of the gradient of the potential to
the magnetic ﬁeld, and dividing by the circumference of an orbit near the minimum,
we ﬁnd the frequency of the orbit is ∼ kl∗B2, which, multiplied by T , gives the rate R
reported in section 2.9.
2.13 2-particle Splittings
The maximum values for the gaps ∆f and E1ψ in the two-particle REL spectrum
are given in section 2.8. The pre-factors are found by expanding the potential near
the minimum at r0, ﬁnding the lowest-energy and ﬁrst excited states in terms of
allowed angular momenta, and expanding terms as a function of l∗B/r0  1. To ﬁnd
the angular momentum corresponding to the lowest energy state, we use the relation
r =
√
2`l∗B to ﬁnd `0, the (possibly not allowed) angular momentum corresponding
to r0, we ﬁrst ﬁnd the allowed angular momenta right above and below:
`− = 2b(`− θf/pi)/2c+ θf/pi (2.14)
`+ = 2(b(`− θf/pi)/2c+ 1) + θf/pi, (2.15)
where b·c is the integer ﬂoor function. Next, we convert back to positions correspond-
ing to these momenta, and plug back into the potential to check which state has lower
energy. If `g is the angular momentum of the ground state, then the angular momen-
tum of the ﬁrst excited state is `1 = `g ± 2. This argument is suﬃcient for crudely
extracting the large r0 behaviour of the intra-channel gap ∆f . A similar calculation
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produces E1ψ.
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ln(r0/`
∗
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(E
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ψ
/E
0
)
α = 1.
Figure 2.2: log(E1ψ/E0) calculated numerically by exact diagonalisation, vs.
log(r0/l
∗
B) for a circular well. A power law r
−5
0 is also plotted as a guide to
the eye. E0 = 92
e∗2
4pi
1
l∗B
, as described in the paper below equation 8, with the
r0/l
∗
B dependence factored out.
The decay of E1ψ is plotted in ﬁgure 2.2 for a circular well; the log-log plot
demonstrates a power law decay as r−50 . Figure 2.3 shows the decay of E1ψ for an
elliptical well with α = 1.3; the quadratic decay in a log plot conﬁrms a Gaussian
form as expected from the saddle-point calculation.
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Figure 2.3: log(E1ψ/Ec) calculated numerically by exact diagonalisation, vs.
r0/l
∗
B for an elliptical well, with α = 1.3. A Gaussian decay exp (−cr20) is
also plotted as a guide to the eye. Ec = e
∗2
4pi
1
l∗B
is the Coulomb energy scale.
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2.14 Relations between κ , the local incompressibil-
ity, and the SET signal.
2.14.1 Chemical Potential v. Backgate
In this chapter, we calculate κ, the change in local average number of QPs
as a function of the local chemical potential of the QPs. Charge stability diagrams
are then drawn as a function of the QP chemical potential. The proposed SET
measurements reveal the inverse compressibility by measuring the change of the local
electrostatic potential in the 2DEG as a function of a global backgate voltage. The
electrostatic potential is then converted to chemical potential of electrons, under the
assumption that electrochemical potential is held constant. A capacitance model is
used to convert backgate voltage to average electron density. The qualitative even-
odd eﬀect is independent of deﬁnitions, but the quantitative slope predicted needs to
be scaled to match experimental parameters.
2.14.2 Relation of the SET signal to the local incompressibility
We elaborate here on the relation between the local quasiparticle compressibility,
discussed in this paper, and the signal measured in an SET experiment, which is
commonly described as measuring the local electronic incompressibility. Throughout
the remainder of this chapter, we consider a sample with its top surface at z = 0. A
2DEG is found a distance d below the surface, and a backgate is placed a distance D
below the 2DEG, at z = −(d + D). The SET will be placed just above the sample
surface, z = 0+.
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A more precise description of the SET signal is that it measures ∂ΦSET/∂VG,
where ΦSET is the electrostatic potential at the SET, and VG is the back-gate voltage.
In this measurement, the electrochemical potential of the 2DEG is held ﬁxed at a
voltage V , by connecting it to a metallic lead. (In ref [23], the lead is grounded;
i.e., the 2DEG is in equilibrium with a ground surface at inﬁnity, and we may take
V = 0.) Furthermore,
δΦSET =
∫
d2~rK(~r − ~r0) δΦ(~r),
where Φ(~r) is the electrostatic potential at a point ~r just above the plane of the 2DEG,
inside the GaAs, ~r0 denotes the horizontal location of the SET probe, and the precise
form of the kernelK depends on the height of the SET probe above the semiconductor
surface, the depth of the 2DEG, and dielectric constant  of the material. In general,
the ﬂuctuation in ΦSET may be interpreted as a weighted spatial average of Φ within
a distance of the order of the SET-2DEG separation, d.
It is customary to deﬁne a local chemical potential for electrons in the 2DEG,
by
µe(~r) ≡ e[V − Φ(~r)],
where e < 0 is the electron charge. The change in the average density of electrons in
the 2DEG produced by a change in the back-gate voltage is
δn¯ = −CδVG/e,
where C is an eﬀective capacitance per unit area. Then, if we deﬁne the local electronic
incompressibility by γ(~r) ≡ ∂µe(~r)/∂n¯, we see that
∂ΦSET
∂VG
=
C
e2
∫
d2~rK(~r − ~r0) γ(~r),
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Moreover, if we deﬁne γ¯ as the spatial average of the local incompressibility γ(~r), one
ﬁnds
C−1 =
D

+
γ¯
e2
,
where D is the distance to the back gate. We note that γ¯ will be ﬁnite, even when
the bulk of the system sits in the quantum Hall plateau, due to the eﬀects of chang-
ing quasiparticle populations in wells whose depths are close to a critical value. In
practice, in the experimental geometry where D is the order of a micrometer, the ﬁrst
term will be large compared to the second, and C will be determined primarily by
the geometric capacitance.
2.14.3 Relation between the SET signal and the local quasi-
particle compressibility
As a consequence of Poisson's equation, the value of Φ(~r) will be directly aﬀected
by changes in the local electron density n(~r) . In the simplest case, we consider a
situation where there is a single chargeable potential well, surrounded by a region of
incompressible 5/2 state, in the area sensed by the SET. Then changes in the local
electron density result primarily from changes in N , the quasiparticle occupation
number of the well. To a good approximation,
∂ΦSET
∂VG
≈ η(d) δN
δVG
+ c1,
where η is the model-dependent potential at the SET from a single QP, and c1 is a
slowly varying number accounting for the change in density in the rest of the sample
beyond the well.
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The quasiparticle chemical potential µ employed in our paper is related in a
complicated way to the local electron chemical potential µe. Roughly,
δµ = −e∗δΦ˜
where Φ˜ is the electrostatic potential at the position of the well, excluding any poten-
tial due to the presence of one or more quasiparticles in the well. When the expec-
tation value of N is a rapidly varying quantity, there will be a very large diﬀerence
between the variation in Φ˜ and the variation in Φ(~r).
In general, we expect that Φ˜ should depend smoothly on the back-gate volt-
age VG. We may estimate this dependence by assuming that the potential well is
surrounded by an incompressible region of radius R, and that outside this region we
have a continuous medium characterized by a ﬁnite incompressibility γ¯, which we
identify with the spatial average of γ(~r) deﬁned above. We shall assume that D is
very large compared to R and to the screening length" ls ≡ γ¯/e2, but we should
still consider diﬀerent values of the ratio R/ls. In the case R > ls, analysis of the
resulting electrostatics problem leads to a result
δΦ˜ ∼ c2δVGR/D
where c2 is a constant of order unity. In the opposite limit, ls > R, we ﬁnd
δΦ˜ ∼ δVgls/D = δVGγ¯/Ce2.
When the system is in the middle of a quantum Hall plateau, we expect that γ¯ will
be large, and we might expect to be in the regime ls > R.
Finally we may put these results together to ﬁnd the relation between the SET
signal and the quasiparticle compressibility. In the limit where ls > R, we have,
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ignoring a smooth background contribution,
∂ΦSET
∂VG
≈ −
(
e∗
e
)2
 γ¯ κ
D
η(d)
e∗
.
The above model can be generalized to a situation where there are several wells
beneath the SET tip, by choosing a larger radius R within which there is no contin-
uum background compressibility, and including explicitly the Coulomb interactions
between quasiparticles in diﬀerent wells in this region. In the simpler model we have
replaced all wells by a continuum, except for the one under consideration.
2.14.4 Calculation of η(d)
We calculate η(d) for a point-like SET, located an inﬁnitesimal distance above
the sample surface, which is a distance d from the 2DEG. The distance to the back-
gate, D is taken to be much larger than d. We consider a QP of charge e∗ added to
the 2DEG in a bulk sample with permittivity , and we want to know the potential
at the SET, when the sample sits in vacuum - i.e outside, permittivity is 0. We have
to solve the following equations for an electric ﬁeld ~E:
~∇ · ~E = ρ, z < 0
0~∇ · ~E = 0, z > 0
~∇× ~E = 0, everywhere,
with boundary conditions at the sample boundary (i.e. z = 0) of continuous ~E-ﬁelds
in the x and y directions, and lim
z→0+
0Ez = lim
z→0−
Ez. Place an image charge q′ at
z = d above the surface, and then using cylindrical coordinates (r, φ, z), the potential
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at any point inside the sample is:
φ =
1
pi
(
e∗
R1
+
q′
R2
)
, z < 0, (2.16)
where R1 =
√
r2 + (d+ z)2, R2 =
√
r2 + (d− z)2. For the region z > 0, which is
where the SET is, there are no charges, and the potential must therefore be a solution
to Laplace's equation without singularities. The simplest solution is the potential
from an eﬀective charge q located at the site of the QP e∗, giving a potential:
φ =
1
4pi0
q
R1
, z > 0. (2.17)
The solutions 2.16 and 2.17 can be matched at z = 0 and must satisfy the boundary
conditions, giving e∗− q′ = q and (e∗+ q′)/ = q/0. This implies q = (20/+ 0) e∗.
We thus ﬁnd the potential at the SET due to the QP to be:
η(d) =
1
4pi
2
+ 0
e∗
d
.
A very similar calculation can be found in section 4.4 in [66].
2.15 Conclusion
The detection of non-Abelian QPs through local charge-sensing measurements
falls within realistic experimental parameters. A sensitive compressibility measure-
ment could extract slopes reﬂecting the degeneracies of the ground state. Additional
control over conﬁnement potentials will allow for even more conclusive experiments.
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Detecting Majoranas in 1D wires by
charge sensing
3.1 Overview
The electron number-parity of the ground state of a semiconductor narowire
proximity-coupled to a bulk superconductor can alternate between the quantised val-
ues ±1 if parameters such as the wire length L, the chemical potential µ or the
magnetic ﬁeld B are varied inside the topological superconductor phase. The parity
jumps, which may be interpreted as changes in the occupancy of the Fermion state
formed from the pair of Majorana modes at opposite ends of the wire, are accompanied
by jumps δN in the charge of the nanowire, whose values decrease exponentially with
the wire length. We study theoretically the dependence of δN on system parameters,
and compare the locations in the µ-B plane of parity jumps when the nanowire is or
is not proximity-coupled to a bulk superconductor. We show that, despite the fact
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that the wave functions of the Majorana modes are localised near the two ends of the
wire, the charge-density jumps have spatial distributions that are essentially uniform
along the wire length, being proportional to the product of the two Majorana wave
functions. We explain how charge measurements, say by an external single-electron
transistor, could reveal these eﬀects. Whereas existing experimental methods require
direct contact to the wire for tunneling measurements, charge sensing avoids this
issue and provides an orthogonal measurement to conﬁrm recent experimental de-
velopments. Furthermore, by comparing density of states measurements which show
Majorana features at the wire ends with the uniformly-distributed charge measure-
ments, one can rule out alternative explanations for earlier results. We shed light on
a new parameter regime for these wire-superconductor hybrid systems, and propose
a related experiment to measure spin density.
3.2 Introduction
The isolation of zero-energy Majorana modes is an essential step in various
proposals to perform topologically protected quantum computation [5]. The existence
of localised Majorana modes has been predicted in several condensed matter systems,
although deﬁnitive detection of such modes remains an open challenge [12,27,6772],
and in cold atom systems [73].
A promising physical system for realizing these modes consists of a one-dimensional
(1D) semiconductor wire with strong Rashba spin-orbit coupling, coupled to a bulk
s-wave superconductor (SC), and with a strong applied magnetic ﬁeld [28, 29]. Un-
der appropriate conditions, this system can enter a topological" state, which would
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exhibit isolated Majorana Fermions at the wire ends. The condition for a wire with
strong spin-orbit interaction to enter this topological regime, is E2Z > ∆
2 + µ2, where
EZ is the Zeeman energy, proportional to the applied magnetic ﬁeld B, while ∆ is the
induced superconducting pair potential in the wire, and µ is the chemical potential
of the wire, measured relative to the electron energy at wave vector k = 0 when
EZ = ∆ = 0.
For an inﬁnitely long wire in the topological regime, the wire has two possible
ground states which are perfectly degenerate. The Majorana modes appear at the
ends of the wire as zero-energy mid-gap states in the Bogoliubov-deGennes (BdG)
spectrum. Moreover, in this limit the charge density distribution is precisely the same
in the two ground states. For a long but ﬁnite wire, the two lowest-energy states of the
wire will generally not be perfectly degenerate, but will be split by a small amount,
which decreases exponentially as the wire becomes long. Similarly, the charge density
distributions in the two states will diﬀer by a small amount.
Since Fermion number is conserved mod 2 in the Hamiltonian of the system, the
number parity is a good quantum number, which diﬀers in the two competing ground
states. We can classify the parity by the eigenvalue of the number parity operator,
±1, and we call these even/odd respectively. If parameters such as B or µ or the
length L of the system are varied, the energies of the even and odd-parity states can
cross, so the parity of the true ground state can jump discretely between even and
odd.
Since the total charge on the nanowire is not conserved, it is not a good quantum
number, and its expectation value, in general, will not be an integer as the ground
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state will be a superposition of components with diﬀerent electron number. For a
ﬁnite wire, there will be a small but non-zero jump in the total electron number,
whenever the parity changes, but the size of the jump can be much less than one
electron charge. Between these jumps, the average number of electrons will vary
continuously with the system parameters.
Although the quantum operators for Majorana modes do not obey the com-
mutation relations of a normal Dirac Fermion creation or annihilation operator, one
can construct a proper annihilation operator from a linear combination of the two
Majorana operators at opposite ends of the wire. Following a BdG description, the
diﬀerence between the even and odd parity many-body ground states is equivalent to
whether the Fermion state corresponding to this annihilation operator is occupied or
not. Moreover, the energy diﬀerence between the two ground state energies is just
the BdG energy of this single Fermion state. Since eigenstates of the BdG equation
occur in pairs with energies that diﬀer by a sign, we may say that the degenerate
zero-energy state is split in the ﬁnite wire, into states of positive and negative energy,
due to a small overlap between the Majorana wave functions localised at the two
ends. Jumps in the parity of the ground state occur when this energy splitting passes
through zero. The charge diﬀerence between the even and odd parity ground states
is equal to the net charge carried by the BdG Fermion state, which can be non-zero
when the constituent Majorana wave functions overlap.
The purpose of this chapter is to explore in some detail the regions in the phase
diagrams where parity jumps are expected, as well as the size of the jumps in electron
charge expected at these transitions. We also compute the spatial distribution of
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the jumps in charge density. Although the Majorana wave functions, and hence the
tunneling density of states, are peaked at the wire ends, we show that the discontinuity
in charge density arising from the overlap of the Majorana wave functions is spread
essentially uniformly along the wire. Changes in total charge and charge density can
be measured experimentally using charge sensing techniques.
We note that the number parity of the nanowire can change when a parameter
is varied on laboratory time scales, even though the model Hamiltonian conserves
parity, even in the absence of coupling to a normal lead. This is due to the presence
of a small number of thermally activated quasiparticles in the bulk superconductor.
These can be excited across the gap of the SC, or might result form hopping between
localised states within the bulk SC.
In an important portion of the topological regime (see Sec. 3.4 below), it
is predicted that the energy splitting of the Majorana modes will vary as δE ∼
exp(−L/ξ) cos(kFL), where ξ is the induced superconducting coherence length, kF
the Fermi wavevector, and L the length of the wire [74,75]. Theoretically, the easiest
way to probe this oscillatory splitting might be to vary L, bringing the ends closer
together. In practice, however, the wire has a ﬁxed length. It can be eﬀectively
shortened in discrete steps by depleting pieces of it using external gates, but local
gating may lead to other unforeseen consequences.
Alternatively, an experiment can vary kF to access the oscillations, and ξ to
exhibit the exponential envelope. Both kF and ξ depend on the chemical potential,
which can be controlled with a global backgate, and on the applied external magnetic
ﬁeld. It has therefore been suggested in [74] to look for signatures of this dependence.
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We demonstrate that charge-sensing measurements could reveal such oscillations, and
thus may be a natural next step in the search for experimental veriﬁcation of the
elusive Majorana end modes.
Many recent experiments [3036] have probed these one-dimensional
semiconductor-superconductor hybrid systems by studying electron transport through
the nanowire. Such transport experiments are very promising, but other physical
mechanisms have been oﬀered as explanations for the observed eﬀects [7681]. In
particular, end eﬀects, including Kondo physics [82], can cause zero-bias peaks sim-
ilar to the ones observed. The alternate explanations suggest that the transport
measurements may be sensitive to other eﬀects beyond the possible Majorana modes
predicted to exist at the ends of the wire. Furthermore, recent studies suggest that
contact with a normal metal lead reduces the induced pair potential in the wire [83].
An alternative experiment, using capacitive coupling to a wire buried in a semi-
conductor heterostructure and designed to measure the global density of states by
harmonic generation from high-frequency electric excitation, was proposed in [84]
and is the basis of ongoing experiments Still another experiment, examining two cou-
pled nanowires in a microwave cavity, is presented in [85], while a technique using
an oscillating electrode is discussed in [86], and a proposal to use a resistive lead for
tunneling measurements appears in [87].
Lin et. al. [88] proposed an alternate experiment to probe the Majorana states
by charge sensing using a single electron transistor (SET). As addressed above and as-
sumed in our discussion, such a measurement does not require tunneling to a normal
lead, which could avoid some of the complications encountered in previous experi-
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ments. Although the authors of [88] present numerical calculations that illustrate the
charge density jumps associated with Majorana states in various cases, we present
here a more detailed analysis of these features.
While we employ a simpliﬁed model of the physical system, in which we neglect
the Coulomb interactions between electrons in the nanowire, we believe that results
presented hold for real systems, and the eﬀect should be visible in a realistic exper-
iment. We address the eﬀects of interactions in section 3.9 below. Various regimes
in parameter space are discussed. We also address how to extract relevant system
parameters using this technique, demonstrating that this experimental technique has
other applications beyond the intended goal of detecting split Majorana end states.
We stress that a scanning charge measurement showing the additional charge
spread across the wire, combined with a scanning tunneling measurement, can rule
out alternative explanations of end eﬀects for the previously observed features of
Majorana physics.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. In Sec. 3.3, we present the
model and relevant parameters. We then discuss the spectrum and number parity
of systems with and without induced superconductivity in Sec. 3.4. We address the
charge of the wire in three sections, beginning with an analytic analysis of the split
Majorana modes in Sec. 3.5, followed by a numerical calculation of the total change in
charge in Sec. 3.6, and then a discussion of the spatial distribution of the charge along
the wire in Sec. 3.7. We end with an analysis of jumps in spin density in Sec. 3.8,
a discussion of the eﬀects of electron-electron interactions and screening in Sec. 3.9,
and an overview of future experiments in Sec. 3.10.
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3.3 Modeling
We model the wire using a standard BdG Hamiltonian:
HBdG =
(
− ∂
2
x
2m
− µ(x)
)
τz + EZσzτz+
+ iα∂xσyτz + ∆σyτy (3.1)
where α is the Rashba spin orbit parameter, and E Z = −gµBB/2 is the Zeeman
energy in an applied magnetic ﬁeld B, with g-factor g, and µB the Bohr magneton [89].
We have chosen the pair potential, ∆, proximity induced from the superconductor,
to be positive and real. If tunneling between the SC and nanowire is strong, ∆ can
approach ∆SC , the gap of the bare SC, whereas if the tunneling is weak, ∆ can be
arbitrarily small. The τj and σj are Pauli matrices in particle-hole and spin space
respectively. We choose µ(x) = µ constant along the length of the wire.
We ﬁnd the eigenvalues, ν , and the corresponding eigenfunctions,
ψν(x) ≡ (uν↑, uν↓, vν↑ , vν↓)T . (3.2)
We can then compute the average charge density at each site at ﬁnite temper-
ature, with f() the Fermi-Dirac distribution:
〈ρ(x)〉T =
∑
ν,σ
|uνσ(x)|2f(ν) + |vνσ(x)|2f(−ν), (3.3)
where the sum is over states with ν > 0. We can tune B and µ, and calculate the
induced change of the charge.
To apply our model numerically, we rewrite the Hamiltonian on a 1D lattice
with total length 2µm. For Figs. 1-3, we use 80 sites, and for Fig. 4 we use 160 sites.
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Both give a band-width larger than all other energy scales, as desired for numerical
accuracy. The ﬁgures shown in this chapter were computed using realistic parameters
that might be appropriate for an InSb wire such as in the experiments in reference [30],
namely: ∆ = 0.25meV, α = 0.2eVÅ, g = 50, m = 0.013m0, where m0 is the electron
mass. For completeness, we also tested the model for the system parameters from the
Weizmann experiment [31], but all ﬁgures were plotted with the parameters deﬁned
here.
3.4 Spectrum and Parity
We begin by examining the case of a wire without a superconductor, to gain
intuition of what one should expect before adding the superconductor. The system
we consider consists of a semiconducting nanowire with large Rashba spin orbit (SO)
coupling sitting on an insulating substrate with a global back-gate below, as shown in
Fig. 3.1a. The substrate is required to break inversion symmetry for Rashba SO, and
the back-gate allows for control of the chemical potential. Notice that we have a wire
sitting on an insulator with no other contacts, not to be confused with the case of a
wire connected to a metal whose superconducting gap is reduced, say by a magnetic
ﬁeld. If we think of ∆ in the wire as being dependent on ∆SC of a superconductor
and the tunneling between the wire and the superconductor, this is equivalent to
taking the tunneling to zero while keeping ∆SC ﬁxed. We nonetheless refer to this
case as ∆ = 0. Fig. 3.1c shows the spectrum for a wire without a superconductor as a
function of magnetic ﬁeld, calculated from Eq. 3.1. The spectrum is not gapped, and
the discrete states crossing the Fermi level are due to the ﬁnite length of the isolated
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.1: (a)/(b) Schematic of geometry. Semi-conducting nanowire sits
on an insulating substrate (white), above a global backgate. Superconductor
(in black) present in (b) but not (a). (c)/(d) Quasiparticle energy spectrum
as function of Zeeman ﬁeld EZ for setups (a)/(b), with length L = 2µm, and
other parameters µ = 0, α = 0.2eV , m = 0.013m0, as deﬁned in the text.
Levels closest to zero are marked in red. In (c) we see discrete states from
conﬁnement. In (d), once in the topological regime EZ >
√
µ2 + ∆2, we see
the mid-gap degenerate Majorana states, which then split and oscillate (pair
potential ∆ = 0.25meV).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.2: Electron-number parity of the system, for (a) wire without a
superconductor to gain intuition, and (b) wire proximity coupled to a SC
with a topological regime. (c)/(d) Zoom on upper-right part of (a)/(b).
Arrow highlights a double degeneracy. Dotted line marks an avoided crossing.
System parameters: g = 50, α = 0.8eVÅ, L = 2µm, ∆ = 0 in (a)/(c), and
∆ = 0.25meV in (b)/(d).
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wire.
The number-parity of the wire is plotted as a function of µ and B, in Fig. 3.2a,
with black regions corresponding to odd-parity states. In this case, the parity is cal-
culated directly from the electron number in the wire, since it is well deﬁned without
superconductivity. The boundaries between regions of constant parity correspond to
energy states crossing the Fermi level, as in Fig. 3.1c. These boundaries are the lo-
cus of points at which the system is compressible, and the charge changes discretely
across these points as we ﬁll each newly available state. We therefore refer to these
parity plots as charging diagrams.
At B = 0, we see degenerate Kramer's pairs of opposite spin states, and thus no
odd parity region. As we increase B these states are spin-split, and at high enough
ﬁelds, all states at a given µ are spin-polarized. For intermediate B  i.e. 0 < EZ < µ
 we see ﬁgure-eight patterns in the charging diagram where states avoid each other
at some values of µ and EZ and cross at others. These can be seen more clearly in
Fig. 3.2c, which focuses on a region of Fig. 3.2a. The avoided crossings (red dashed
line in Fig. 3.2c) are due to spin-orbit coupling, and the degenerate points (red arrow
in Fig. 3.2c) occur because the Rashba spin-orbit interaction only mixes opposite-spin
states between wavefunctions with diﬀerent spatial parity.
To see this, note that the Hamiltonian is a system of linear equations which
mix the two spin species. Since, for ∆ = 0, HBdG commutes with Pσz, where P is
the spatial inversion operator, it follows that states with diﬀerent eigenvalues of Pσz
have vanishing matrix elements. Equivalently, by writing the wave function for each
spin expanded in Fourier modes, it is obvious that mixing of opposite spins occurs
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only when the Fourier modes have opposite spatial parity. We calculate the spacing
between avoided levels n and m, where level n is the nth Kramer pair counting from
µ = 0, in a wire of length L. We ﬁnd
∆En,m =
∣∣∣∣ αnmL(n2 −m2)
∣∣∣∣ , (3.4)
where B is implicitly included in the equation since larger |n−m| means states only
approach each other at higher B. The avoided crossings can be used as another means
to extract the value of α, the spin-orbit strength. Note that the spin-polarised states
at high-B and the avoided-crossing ﬁgure-eights are the only two distinct regimes in
this ∆ = 0 case.
Although it is not shown in the ﬁgures, we may also consider rotating the
magnetic ﬁeld from along the length of the wire, to the spin-orbit direction. When the
applied B is parallel to the spin-orbit ﬁeld, it is qualitatively equivalent to setting α =
0, although α does provide a quantitative shift to the result. Indeed, the Zeeman split
states no longer avoid each other, and just evolve linearly with B. We note that an
experiment in which the magnetic ﬁeld is rotated (see [90]) until the avoided crossings
completely disappear provides a clear measurement of the spin-orbit direction. As
discussed below, this can also be done for the wire-SC hybrid systems.
With these insights from the non-superconducting case, we consider a wire prox-
imitised by a SC. This is similar to the above setup, although the wire is now coupled
to a large superconductor, which we treat as a bath as in Fig. 3.1b. We assume
that the wire and superconductor are in thermal equilibrium, such that Fermion
parity can change on the time-scales of the experiment. In Fig. 3.1d, we show the
spectrum for this case, under the same conditions as the non-superconducting case.
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At low B, the system is gapped, and as a function of magnetic ﬁeld the crossover
from a non-topological state to a topological state is clear at EZ =
√
∆2 + µ2 where
the gap closes. Within the topological regime, we see the two mid-gap states os-
cillating, with energy crossings that correspond to parity changes of the wire. The
splitting depends exponentially on the length of the wire, and goes approximately as
exp (−L/ξ) cos(kFL), where ξ is the superconducting coherence length in the wire,
and kF the Fermi wave vector. Note that the splitting increases with increasing
Zeeman ﬁeld, since ξ increases with B [31, 74, 75].
We calculate the number parity in the wire with induced superconductivity, and
plot it as a function of µ and B, in Fig. 3.2b. The method used to calculate the parity
is discussed in section 3.11. The theoretical boundary between the topological and
non-topological regimes corresponds to the curve
EZ = Ec ≡
√
µ2 + ∆2, (3.5)
and in the limit L→∞, the parity is constant below this curve. Below this boundary,
the number of particles ﬂuctuates as Cooper pairs are interchanged with the super-
conductor, but there are no changes in the parity. Within the topological regime,
EZ > Ec, the mid-gap states have net spin polarisation and evolve linearly in the µ-B
plane, similar to the wire without a superconductor. Between parity ﬂips, the density
varies continuously. Comparing the parity ﬂips in Fig. 3.2b with the oscillations in
the BdG spectrum  Fig. 3.1d  we see that the ﬂips correspond precisely to the
degeneracy points between the Majorana modes. This conﬁrms that the parity ﬂips
are a signature of the split Majorana states crossing the Fermi energy.
We note that in an experiment, by ﬁtting the outermost parity-ﬂip, correspond-
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ing to the topological boundary, to the hyperbola EZ =
√
∆2 + µ2 for small B and
µ, the value of the induced pair potential ∆ can be obtained. This is an important
system parameter, whose value has an important eﬀect on interpretation of experi-
ments. Although ∆ has been measured through transport measurements, independent
conﬁrmation is important, especially given the recent discussion of soft gaps due to
leads [83]. However, this ﬁtting procedure can be diﬃcult, since at large B and µ,
the topological boundary is only weakly dependent on ∆; we show an alternate way
to extract ∆ at the end of Sec. 3.6 below.
An interesting new parameter regime to examine is large B and µ, outside the
topological region, i.e. Ec > EZ > ∆, the upper right side of Fig. 3.2b, and enlarged
in Fig. 3.2d. Here we see parity ﬂips, but they evolve quite diﬀerently from those
within the topological region. In this non-topological regime, B is so strong that the
wire is almost gapless, and the changes in parity are discrete and due to the ﬁnite
length of the wire. At large enough B, this is true on both sides of the topological
boundary. The ﬁgure-eight like patterns from the ∆ = 0 case are no longer present,
as the double degeneracy points have now become avoided crossings.
For completeness, we may consider turning oﬀ the spin-orbit interaction, killing
the mid-gap Majorana states. Setting α = 0 in our model, one ﬁnds that the system
has even parity for all µ and EZ < ∆. When EZ > Ec, the alternating parallel
parity stripes we saw in the other cases are present. For ∆ < EZ < Ec, one ﬁnds a
checkerboard pattern of constant parities formed by the two spin-states evolving in
opposite directions with EZ. Although this behaviour for EZ < Ec distinguishes the
α = 0 case from the α > 0 case, we stress that both show very similar behaviour
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when EZ > Ec.
For a topological wire with ∆ > 0 and α > 0, if the applied magnetic ﬁeld is
rotated so that it has a component along the direction of the spin-orbit-ﬁeld, the sys-
tem begins to behave as if it has no spin-orbit interaction (α = 0). This is analogous
to the avoided crossings disappearing when the ﬁeld is rotated in the ∆ = 0 case, as
discussed above. When this perpendicular magnetic ﬁeld component becomes strong
enough compared to the axial ﬁeld, the charging diagram and the peak heights look
like the α = 0 case. The spin-orbit does not couple opposite spins, and just adds to
the Zeeman ﬁeld. It therefore no longer makes sense to discuss a topological regime.
Rotating the ﬁeld perpendicular to both the wire and the spin-orbit direction has no
eﬀect on the charging diagrams.
In all of the above discussion, the parity-transitions indicate that the system is
compressible at these points in parameter space  it is possible to add charge. In
particular, we can calculate the change in charge as we cross these boundaries. So far,
it seems that in the three cases we have examined  the topological case, ∆ = 0, and
α = 0  there are spin-polarised parity ﬂips in the regime EZ > Ec, each qualitatively
indistinguishable from the other cases. In order to identify split Majorana Fermions,
we need to distinguish between these three cases. To do so, we take a closer look at
the size of the discrete charge jump across these parity-boundaries. This change in
charge can be detected through compressibility measurements.
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3.5 Jumps in charge density
In this section we show that while the Majorana wave functions are localised
at the two ends of the wire, the jumps in the charge density are roughly uniform
across the wire. We show that this happens because, roughly speaking, the diﬀerence
in the charge density of the even and the odd ground states is given by δρ(x) =
|u(x)|2 − |v(x)|2 with 2u(x) = uR(x) + iuR(L− x) and 2v(x) = uR(x)− iuR(L− x),
where uR/L(x) is an exponentially decaying (real) function peaked at the right/left end
of the wire. One therefore obtains that δρ(x) = −uR(x)uR(L− x) is roughly uniform
as the two exponential factors cancel each other. We derive here the expression for
δρ(x) by calculating the full expression for the wave-functions u(x) and v(x).
Following the supplementary material of reference [74], we note that in the
bulk of the wire, there are generally eight linearly independent solutions of the BdG
diﬀerential equations at the energy E = 0. There are four solutions in which the
spinor u =
(
u|↑〉, u|↓〉
)T
is pure real and in spinor notation, v = u∗ = u, and four in
which u is pure imaginary, and v = u∗ = −u. The two classes are labeled, respectively
by an index λ = ±1. The general solution for a ﬁxed λ can be written as
uλ(x) =
4∑
n=1
ane
−znxρn, (3.6)
where zn are roots of the quartic equation
(
z2
2m
+ µ2)2 − E2z + (zα− λ∆)2 = 0, (3.7)
and ρn are two component spinors, independent of x, whose explicit forms are given
in reference [74].
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For λ = −1, if the system parameters are in a topological superconductor phase,
the quartic equation will have two complex conjugate solutions, denoted by (z1, z2) =
z± which have positive real parts, one positive real solution, denoted z3 = w, and one
negative solution, which we denote z4 = s. The spinors ρn may be chosen such that
both components of ρ3 and ρ4 are real, while ρ1 = ρ∗2. Then, to obtain a solution
with pure imaginary uλ , we must choose a3, a4 to be pure imaginary, and a2 = −a∗1.
For λ = 1, the solutions of Eq (3.7) will be written as z′n = −zn, where zn are
the solutions for λ = −1 and the corresponding spinors are given by ρ′n = ρn. In the
non-topological phase, there will be two solutions with positive real parts and two
with negative real parts for both choices of λ.
For a semi-inﬁnite wire, deﬁned in the region 0 < x <∞, we impose boundary
conditions that u = 0 at x = 0 and that u → 0 for x → ∞. For the case λ = −1,
the second requirement is satisﬁed if and only if we choose a4 = 0. This leaves us
three real parameters, a3 and the real and imaginary parts of a1. As the boundary
condition at x = 0 imposes only two additional conditions on u, we can always ﬁnd a
nonzero choice of the coeﬃcients an to satisfy all requirements. This deﬁnes the wave
function for a zero-energy Majorana mode localised near x = 0.
For the case λ = 1, the requirements that the wave function decay for x → ∞
means that three coeﬃcients must be chosen equal to zero, corresponding to n =1,
2, and 3, leaving only one coeﬃcient to adjust. Clearly this will not allow us to
satisfy the boundary condition at x = 0. In the non-topological regime, there are
two adjustable coeﬃcients for either choice of λ, which means that one cannot ﬁnd a
nonzero solution of the equations in either case.
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Returning to the topological case, and following [74], we may write
z1 = −ikF + κ, (3.8)
where kF and κ are positive and kF reduces to the Fermi wave vector of the normal
wire in the limit where the pairing potential ∆ is small. The envelope of the Majorana
wave function will decay exponentially for x→∞ with a decay length ξ, given by
ξ−1 = min(κ,w) (3.9)
In the limit where EZ tends to the critical value Ec =
√
∆2 + µ2 for the tran-
sition to the non-topological phase, so the energy gap vanishes at k = 0, one ﬁnds
that w → 0, and hence ξ = w−1. However, for magnetic ﬁelds such that EZ is larger
than a second value E2, one ﬁnds w > κ, so that ξ = κ−1. In this regime, the large
distance behavior of the Majorana wave function may be written
u(x) ∼ e−κx sin(kFx+ φ), (3.10)
where the phase shift φ will itself be small for large values of EZ. As was noted in [74],
the crossover ﬁeld B2 is fairly close to the critical value Bc for nanowires such as InSb.
In the case of a long but ﬁnite wire, we must replace the boundary condition
at inﬁnity by the condition that the two components of u should vanish at x = L.
For a ﬁnite wire, we no longer require a4 = 0. Since a4 must be real, however, this
gives us only one additional parameter to choose, and one cannot ﬁnd a non-trivial
zero-energy solution for general values of the control parameters µ,B and L. On
the other hand, zero-energy solutions could exist on discrete surfaces of co-dimension
unity in the control parameter space.
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In the regime of parameters where Eq. 3.10 applies, for the semi-inﬁnite system,
we expect to ﬁnd these zero energy solutions on surfaces close to the points where
LkF (µ,B) = npi, where n is an integer.
If L/ξ is large compared to unity, then the magnitude of a4 necessary to satisfy
the boundary conditions at x = L will be of order e−L(w+κ). The non-zero value of
a4 requires a correction to a1, a2 and a3 in order to continue to satisfy the boundary
conditions at x = 0, but this correction is obviously small when L is large.
If a non-zero wavefunction ψL(x) is obtained in this manner for λ = −1, it can
be used to construct a zero energy Majorana operator, γL, which will have maximum
weight at the left end of the wire, and decrease exponentially for large L. We deﬁne
γL =
∑
σ
∫ [
uLσ (x)Ψσ(x) + v
L
σ (x)Ψ
†
σ(x)
]
dx (3.11)
In order to satisfy the requirement (γL)2 = 1, the wave function must be nor-
malized so that
2
∑
σ
∫ L
0
|uLσ (x)|2dx = 1 (3.12)
In order to have a precise deﬁnition one must still introduce a convention with regard
to the overall sign of the wave function. Here, we adopt the convention that the sign
of −iu(x) should be positive for x slightly greater than zero, for the spin component
aligned with the applied magnetic ﬁeld. For large magnetic ﬁeld values, such that
κ < w, this implies that
−iuL↓ (x) ≈ Cκ1/2e−κx sin(kFx), (3.13)
where C is a constant of order unity.
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Following a similar procedure for the case λ = 1, we can construct a Majorana
operator γR associated with the right end of the wire. Again there is an arbitrariness
of an overall sign, however, we can ﬁx the sign by choosing the wave function as
uR(L− x) = −iuL(x) , vR(L− x) = ivL(x). (3.14)
It is easy to show that uR satisﬁes the necessary equations and boundary conditions
for λ = 1, and that the corresponding wave function ψR is orthogonal to ψL under
the BdG metric. This means that {γR, γL} = 0.
We may now form a BdG Fermion annihilation operator Γ = (γR+ iγL)/2, with
the corresponding BdG wave function ψ = (ψR+iψL)/2. Although the charge density
is zero for all x in the Majorana states ψR or ψL, the charge density associated with
the wave function ψ is given by
〈ρ(x)〉ψ =
|vR(x) + ivL(x)|2 − |uR(x) + iuL(x)|2
4
= −uR(x)uR(L− x), (3.15)
which is generally not zero. Speciﬁcally, 〈ρ(x)〉ψ is the diﬀerence in charge density
when the state ψ changes from unoccupied to occupied.
Let L and B be ﬁxed at speciﬁed values, and let µ0 be a value of the chemical
potential µ for which there exist zero energy states for the given L and B. Let us
now consider a chemical potential µ = µ0 + δµ, where |δµ| is small. The system
Hamiltonian will therefore be modiﬁed by the addition of a term −δµ ∫ ρ(x)dx. Then
the wavefunction ψ constructed above is no longer an exact solution of the BdG
equations. To lowest order in δµ, however, it remains a solution of the BdG equations,
and the energy of the state is given by ﬁrst order perturbation theory as Eψ =
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−δµ δNψ, where
δNψ = −
∫ L
0
uR(x)uR(L− x) dx, (3.16)
which we may interpret as the net number of electrons associated with the zero-energy
level ψ.
For δµ 6= 0, the ground state of the system will have ψ occupied if and only if
Eψ < 0. The relation Eψ = −δµ δNψ implies that if δµ changes from a value slightly
smaller than zero to a value slightly larger than zero, the total electron charge will
always jump by a positive amount, given by the absolute value |δN |. It also follows
that the value of the jump is given by the slope of the energy curve for δµ→ 0+:
δN ≡ |δNψ| = lim
µ→µ+0
∂Eψ
∂µ
(3.17)
In the case of large B and κL > 1, one ﬁnds for the zero energy state at µ = µ0:
〈ρ(x)〉ψ ∼ κe−κL sin2(kFx)(−1)n+1 (3.18)
where n = kFL/pi. The net charge associated with the state is given by δNψ ≈
(−1)n+1κLe−κL .
3.6 Numerical Calculations of Total Charge
We now calculate δN numerically, using Eq. 3.3, and examine its dependence
on the applied magnetic ﬁeld. The features described in Sec. 3.4 can be traced to
the cosine term in the splitting between the Majorana states. The magnitude of the
change in charge allows us to probe the e−κL factor of Eq. 3.18, which also enters
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Figure 3.3: Jumps in electron number in the wire, δN , as a function of EZ
for µ = 0. Inset: peaks corresponding to the zeros of the spectrum in the
topological regime. Red dashed line is at EZ = ∆. Main ﬁgure: trace of the
maximum of the peaks with interpolation. Solid red - α > 0, ∆ > 0; blue
dash-dot - α = 0, ∆ > 0 ; black dashed - α = 0, ∆ = 0.
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the energy splitting. From this information, we can distinguish between topological
charging events and non-topological states.
In particular, consider a plot of δN in the wire at µ = 0 as a function of EZ, as
shown in the inset in Fig. 3.3. The height of the peaks shows the magnitude of change
in total charge in the wire. The positions of these peaks correspond to the parity ﬂips
at µ = 0 as seen in Fig. 3.2b. At large B, the split-Majorana states saturate to
one, since at high B the splitting becomes comparable to ∆, and the peaks represent
discrete single-particle states. The main part of Fig. 3.3 traces and interpolates
between the maxima of these peaks for the various parameter regimes discussed, all
at µ = 0. For a wire without an induced superconducting gap  regardless of the
presence of spin-orbit interaction  the peak height is constant and peaks are visible
all the way down to B = 0 (black dashed line in Fig. 3.3). This is as expected for a
system without a gap, in which every charging event corresponds to the addition of
an electron. For a system with ﬁnite induced ∆ and α = 0, we ﬁnd that there are no
peaks visible for EZ < ∆, as expected when the system is gapped and there are no
mid-gap states. At large EZ >> ∆, the discrete charging events correspond to the
addition of electrons, and δN = 1. As seen from the height of δN , when EZ ∼ ∆, the
peaks correspond to a change in charge of less than one electron.
Although the peaks in our calculations have zero width, we note that in a real
experiment, ﬁnite temperature and long parity-breaking time will both lead to larger
widths for the peaks. Additionally, if we allow tunneling to a normal metal, peak
width could change.
When α > 0, the topological case, peaks begin to appear at EZ ∼ E2 > ∆,
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and the magnitude has the form of the prefactor in Eq. 3.18. Since κ ∼ 1/EZ for
EZ > E2 (see [38,74]), the dependence on the Zeeman ﬁeld, solid red line in Fig. 3.3,
is roughly exp(−L/EZ)/EZ. The shape of the curve is closely linked to the overlap 
and splitting  of the Majorana modes. The diﬀerence between the diﬀerent traces
of the amplitude height is a useful tool to distinguish between the oscillations in an
experiment.
The calculations shown here are done at T=0. At ﬁnite temperatures, we expect
the discrete jumps to be smeared. Since, at µ = 0, E2 ∼ Ec = ∆, an experiment can
extract a value for ∆ from a plot such as Fig. 3.3.
3.7 Numerical Calculations of the Charge Distribu-
tion
Having established that the charge in the wire changes whenever the split Ma-
jorana states are degenerate, we now examine how the charge is distributed along
the wire. Since the discrete charging events within the topological regime correspond
to the mid-gap state (as in Eq. 3.18), we examine the wave-function and charge
of that state alone. In the BdG basis chosen above, we calculate the amplitude
|ψ(x)|2 = |u|2 + |v|2 and the charge 〈ρ(x)〉ψ = |u|2 − |v|2 as a function of position
along the wire. As in previous works ( [38,91]), we see that the Majorana state is con-
centrated on the edges, as shown in the upper panel of Fig. 3.4. However, the charge
corresponding to this state  when the wires overlap  is spread out along the wire
(bottom of Fig. 3.4). Similar results may be seen in Fig. 6 of reference [88]. Fig. 3.4
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Figure 3.4: Top: Intensity |ψ(x)|2 = |u|2 + |v|2 of the wavefunction for a
Majorana-pair state whose energy crosses zero at a degeneracy point in the
spectrum (EZ ∼ 0.69meV). As expected, the wavefunction is concentrated at
edges, and decays toward the centre. Bottom: The change in charge density,
〈ρ(x)〉ψ = |v|2− |u|2, when this state becomes occupied. The charge is small
but not zero, and is spread uniformly along the wire length.
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is calculated at a degeneracy point in the spectrum at µ = 0 and EZ ∼ 0.69meV, well
inside the topological regime, with EZ > E2. Near this point, the splitting decays
and oscillates, as discussed in [74]. The charge is distributed sinusoidally across the
wire, implying that a measurement of the charge does not need to be done near the
end of the wire. Furthermore, the fact that the charge is distributed along the whole
wire can be used to distinguish between the various explanations of the zero-bias
conductance peak seen in transport measurement, since any non-topological causes
should not have a uniform charge distribution.
3.8 Jumps in Spin Density
Jumps in parity will generally be accompanied by jumps in the electron spin
density as well as the charge density. The jump in total spin δ < ~S > will be given
by
〈
δ~S
〉
= ±bˆ∂Eψ
∂EZ
, (3.19)
where bˆ is a unit vector in the direction of ~B and the sign in front is given by the sign
of δNψ. The ratio between |
〈
δ~S
〉
| and δN is ﬁxed by the Clausius-Clapyron relation
which states δ
〈
~S
〉
/δN is equal to the slope of dµ/dEZ of the locus of parity jumps in
the µ-EZ plane. The discontinuity in spin density should be uniformly spread along
the length of the wire in a manner similar to the jumps in charge density.
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3.9 Eﬀects of Electron-Electron Interactions
Although our calculations, so far, have been based on a model with non-
interacting electrons, we present here a brief discussion of the modiﬁcations one might
expect due to Coulomb interactions in a real system.
In general, one would expect that electron-electron interactions will renormalise
parameters of the model, so that, e.g., µ and ∆ may depend in a non-trivial way on
the applied magnetic ﬁeld and on the voltage applied to a nearby gate. However, we
expect that a renormalised single-particle description will remain valid at low energies.
Therefore, we expect that interactions will change the positions in the magnetic ﬁeld
and gate voltage where jumps in the number parity occur, but will not have a major
eﬀect on the size of the associated jumps in the charge of the nanowire, provided that
the size is computed with a decay length ξ appropriate to the renormalised values
of ∆ and the Fermi velocity. Our argument that the charge jump due to change in
occupancy of a zero-energy Majorana pair should be roughly uniform along the length
of the wire should be unchanged. At the same time, a parity jump due to a change in
occupancy of, say, a localised impurity state, would produce a charge-density change
in the nanowire that would remain at least partially localised in the vicinity of the
impurity. We note that due to screening by the adjacent superconductor, the eﬀective
interaction between electrons on the nanowire will be relatively short-ranged.
Of course, screening by the superconductor will reduce the charge sensitivity of
a nearby SET. However, we argue, using a simple model, that this eﬀect should not
be drastic. Therefore, we expect that SET measurements could be used to study the
size of charge jumps in a real experiment, and could be used to distinguish a jump
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that is uniform along the wire from one that is concentrated at an impurity or at the
ends of the nanowire.
Let us consider the voltage V (y, z) measured at a point (x, y, z), which is a
distance R =
√
y2 + z2 from the axis of the nanowire, at a position x along the
length of the wire, with rw << R << L, where rw is the radius of the nanowire. The
electrostatic potential V at the speciﬁed point should have the form
V (x, y, z) =
∫ L
0
dx′ρ(x′)K(x′, x, y, z), (3.20)
where ρ is the charge density in the nanowire and the kernel K depends on the
detailed geometry. We expect that V should be most sensitive to the charge density
at points where |x′ − x| ≤ R, so as a crude approximation we may write
V (x, y, z) ≈ ρ˜(x)C(y, z) (3.21)
where ρ˜(x) is an average of the charge density over the region |x′−x| ≤ R and C(y, z)
again depends on the geometry of the system.
We may now envision an experiment with, say, three SETs, localised at diﬀerent
positions x but the same distance R from the wire. We may position one SET at
the centre of the wire (x = L/2) and the other two near the ends, x = x0, and
x = L − x0, where x0 is larger than R but smaller than the superconducting decay
length ξ. The prediction of our analysis, combined with the approximation (3.21), is
that a charging event due to a change in the occupation of a zero energy Majorana
pair should cause a voltage jump with the same strength at all three detectors. By
contrast, if the charging event were concentrated at the two wire ends in the same way
as the Majorana wave function itself, one would expect the voltage signal to be larger
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at the two ends than at the central SET. If the charging event were associated with
an impurity at an arbitrary point in the wire, the voltage signals would in general be
diﬀerent on all three SETs, and might vary randomly from one event to another.
More properly, one should not use the approximation (3.21) but rather the non-
local relation (3.20) to analyse the charge distribution in the nanowire. However, if
the kernel K is known, either from a calculation or from experimental calibrations,
it should be relatively easy to distinguish between the diﬀerent charge distributions
considered above.
In order to estimate the coeﬃcient C(y, z), we consider a simpliﬁed model.
We suppose that the superconductor is represented by a perfect conductor of radius
rs, parallel to the nanowire, with an axis displaced from that of the nanowire by a
distance D which is of the order of rw + rs. We assume that the point x is far from
the ends of the wire compared to R, so we may treat the wires as inﬁnite. Further,
we approximate the nanowire as a uniform line charge with a ﬁxed density ρ˜, located
on the line y = z = 0.
Under these assumptions, we expect an image line charge a distance d above
the inﬁnite semiconducting wire, and we expect it to lie within the cylindrical SC.
For two wires (charge and image charge), we have the potential at a point (x, y, z):
V (y, z) =
ρ˜
4pi0
[
ln(y2 + z2)− ln(y2 + (z − d)2)]+ ηρ˜, (3.22)
where η is the value of the potential at inﬁnity. We want the potential to vanish on
the surface of the SC. Setting the potential to zero, we ﬁnd that the potential vanishes
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on a circle, and by setting the radius to be rs, we can solve for
d =
2rwrs + r
2
w
rs + rw
, (3.23)
and
η = − 1
2pi0
ln
[
1 +
rw
rs
]
. (3.24)
This gives
C(y, z) =
1
4pi0
[
ln(y2 + z2)− ln(y2 + (z − d)2)]− 1
2pi0
ln
[
1 +
rw
rs
]
. (3.25)
The analysis above may be extended to the case where the charge density on
the nanowire has the form
ρ(x) = ρq cos qx, (3.26)
where the wave vector q is assumed small compared to 1/rw. In this case, the charge
on the superconductor will not precisely cancel the charge on the nanowire, and there
will be a component of the potential which depends logarithmically on R, in the
region rw < R < 1/q, while the potential falls to zero for R  1/q. More precisely,
for q 6= 0, one ﬁnds V (x, y, z) = Kqρ(x), with
Kq ≈ η
[
1− ln(R/rw)
ln(qrw)
]
(3.27)
in the region rw < R < 1/q, where η is the quantity given by Eq. (3.24). Thus, Kq
reduces to our previous result for C(y, z), in the limit q → 0, withR/rw ﬁxed but large.
For an inﬁnite wire, the dependence of the kernelK(x′, x, y, z) on the separation x′−x
may be obtained by taking the Fourier transform of Kq. The logarithmic dependence
of Kq means that K will not fall oﬀ very rapidly for |x′ − x|  R.
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For R >> d, taking rs = 2rw and ρ˜ = 0.1e/L where e is the electron charge and
L = 2µm, we ﬁnd V (R) ∼ 60µV , which should be detectable with a SET.
So far, we have assumed implicitly that there is just a single contributing mode
in the nanowire. In the case of a multi-mode wire, any charge inhomogeneity due to a
localised impurity state will be further screened by the additional modes in the wire,
which will tend to spread the resulting charge more uniformly along the wire. This
will reduce the diﬀerences in the voltages measured by SETs at diﬀerent positions
along the wire, but it should not aﬀect the average voltage signal. The extra modes
should not aﬀect the signal induced by a spatially uniform charge jump, such as
predicted due to the change in occupancy of a zero-energy Majorana pair.
3.10 Experiment
As we have argued above, charge jumps in the semiconductor nanowire should be
observable using a single electron transistor (SET) as a sensitive charge detector [59,
60, 88], assuming that the wire length L is not too much longer than the coherence
length ξ. Furthermore, measurements at several positions  either through multiple
or scanning SETs  can be done to conﬁrm the uniform charge distribution.
We note that this measurement technique can be applied to other systems ex-
pected to have Majorana end states. In particular, Majorana states in wires made
from other materials, or created within 2D topological insulators (e.g. HgTe quantum
wells [92] ), if realised, can hopefully be observed with an SET. Furthermore, in these
systems, multiple-band concerns might be alleviated.
The results presented assume a clean system. A real system will include some
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amount of disorder. We have checked that small amounts of disorder shift the parity
transitions slightly, but do not change the qualitative results. Adding a large amount
of disorder wipes out all the eﬀects discussed. The eﬀects of disorder on Majorna end
states in one-dimensional wires are discussed in [93,94].
An important experimental parameter which we hold ﬁxed in our discussion is
the wire length. For the case of a long wire, the Majorana end states are present, but
the splitting between the two states is exponentially suppressed, and therefore the
number-parity oscillations are harder to observe. Simultaneously however, a longer
wire means smaller level spacing, and therefore more oscillations with respect to B
before the splitting reaches the size of the gap. We thus conclude that there is an
intermediate range ideal for experiments, where the exact length desired depends on
the other system parameters. For a non-topological wire  α = 0 or ∆ = 0  the
level spacing decreases with wire length, until the system is compressible everywhere
in the µ-B plane. Our calculations are consistent with these expectations.
To estimate the ideal wire length, we begin by relating the energy gap and
coherence length to known system parameters. For EZ >> ∆, the gap at kF is
Egap = 4∆
√
ESO/EZ, where ESO = α2m is the spin-orbit energy scale. Using the
Fermi velocity (for µ ∼ 0) vF = pF/m = 2/lSOm = 4ESOlSO, with lSO the spin-orbit
length, we ﬁnd the coherence length ξ = vF/Egap = lSO
√
ESOEZ/∆. To observe the
splitting, we need a wire length such that the splitting between the midgap states,
0 ∼ Egape−L/ξ, is larger than a typical temperature, say T ∼ 100mK ' 10µeV , and
also 0 << ESO. For typical values of EZ = 750µeV , ESO = 50µeV and lSO = 200nm,
we ﬁnd Egap ∼ 250µeV . If we choose 0 ∼ 15Egap >> T , we ﬁnd L ∼ 250nm.
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A related possible experiment is to measure the jumps in the spin of these wires.
The split Majorana states carry spin in addition to their electric charge. This spin
is considerably smaller than the spin of a single electron, and therefore very diﬃcult
to detect using available experimental techniques [95, 96]. However, recent advances
suggest that such measurements might not be so far oﬀ [97, 98]. With an extremely
sensitive magnetometer, we can hope to pick out the oscillations in the magnetisation
of the system as a function of µ and B, as discussed for the charge.
3.11 Methods for Calculating Number Parity
We discuss two equivalent numerical methods for calculating the number parity
when ∆ > 0. The plots in Fig. 3.2 were actually obtained using the second method,
but both methods were checked against each other.
The ﬁrst option is to follow the energy eigenvalues along a curve in the µ-B
plane, starting at a point with B = 0, and ending at the desired point (µ,B). We
know that the number parity must be even when B = 0, and the number parity will
ﬂip when and only when an energy level crosses zero. Therefore, the number parity
at (µ,B) is equal to (−1)n, where n is the number of zero-energy crossings along
the curve. Numerically, some care must be taken to correct for errors where two
consecutive zeros are so close to each other that they appear as one, resulting in the
wrong parity being recorded beyond the second of the close points.
As an alternative, we have used a new method, which to our knowledge has not
been previously discussed in the literature. For a spinful system on a lattice with N
sites, write H = ~ψ†HBdG ~ψ, with ~ψ = (a1, ..., a2N , a†1, ..., a†2N)T . Then HBdG = UDU †,
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where U =
 u v
v∗ u∗
 is a unitary matrix and D is a diagonal matrix ordered so
that the the ﬁrst 2N elements are the positive energy eigenvalues. We thus have:
H = ~ψ†UDU † ~ψ
= ~η†D~η, (3.28)
with ~η = (η1, ..., η2N , η
†
1, ..., η
†
2N)
T . We claim that the parity of the system is P =
(−1)q, where q = rank(v) mod2. We have checked this numerically for ∆ ≥ 0,
and prove it for ∆ = 0, along with a slightly diﬀerent version of the claim for the
case ∆ > 0. In particular, for ∆ > 0, we will show that det(v) 6= 0 if and only
if the system is in an even-parity state, subject to the following assumption, which
we ﬁnd compelling. Speciﬁcally, since the pairing term in the Hamiltonian does not
conserve electron number, we assert that a ground state with even number parity
should contain some admixture of states with every possible even electron number
between zero and 2N , including the single basis state with 2N electrons present.
Thus, we shall assume that if the ground state |G〉 has even number parity, then
〈G| a†1 · · · a†2N |0〉 6= 0. (3.29)
Begin Proof ∆ = 0
In the absence of a pairing potential an occupied eigenstate ofHBdG corresponds
to a vanishing column in u and a non-zero column in v, whereas for an unoccupied
eigenstate the converse is true. This means that the number of occupied states nocc
simply equals the number of non-zero columns in v which, since U is unitary, are
all linearly independent. One then has by deﬁnition that nocc = rank(v), and in
particular q = rank(v) mod2 as claimed.
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Begin Proof ∆ > 0
Consider the state
|G′〉 ≡ η2N · · · η1 |0〉 . (3.30)
Since any ηi operating on this state annihilates it, |G′〉 must be proportional to the
ground state, unless it is identically zero. That is, |G′〉 = C |G〉, for some constant C.
Furthermore, if we transform the ηi's in (3.30) back to the electron operator basis, it
is straightforward to show that the term a†1 · · · a†2N |0〉 occurs with a coeﬃcient equal
to det(v). According to our assumption (3.29), this term cannot have zero weight in
the even-parity ground state, and therefore det(v) 6= 0, which further implies that v
must have maximal rank.
Conversely, if det(v) = 0, then the system does not have a component containing
2N electrons, so by our assertion, it cannot be an even-parity state. We thus have
that det(v) 6= 0 if and only if the number parity of the ground state is even.
Although this result is suﬃcient for our purposes, if we make an assumption
analogous to (3.29) for the case where the ground state has odd number parity, namely
that the 2N − 1 electron state must have non-zero weight in the ground state, we see
that the pre-factor in the expansion from (2N − 1) ηi's to the electron operator basis
must be non-zero. In particular, one can show that the pre-factor of the leading term
is now a weighted sum of the ﬁrst minors of the matrix v, and by the same argument
as above it cannot vanish. A vanishing determinant with a non-vanishing ﬁrst minor
implies that a matrix has rank one less than its maximal rank, and so for the odd
case, rank(v) = 2N − 1. Since v has size 2N × 2N , we see that the ground state
number parity is given by P = (−1)q, where q = rank(v) mod2, as claimed.
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3.12 Conclusion
In short topological wires, the predicted zero-energy Majorana end modes are
split due to the signiﬁcant overlap of their wavefunctions. The split states carry
charge, which can be detected in experiments. Whereas the tunneling density of
states measured in transport experiments is only an end eﬀect, the charge of the
split Majoranas is uniformly distributed along the wire. Comparing both charge
and tunneling experiments at the end and bulk of a wire can thus resolve remaining
unanswered questions in the ﬁeld.
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Induced Superconductivity and
Spin-Orbit Coupling
4.1 Motivation - HgTe
HgTe quantum wells are predicted to host localised Majorana Fermions when
subjected to appropriate conditions [68, 99]. One of the necessary conditions is
proximity-induced superconductivity, typically done by connecting superconducting
contacts to the sample. When superconductivity is induced through contact with
a superconductor, the strength of the induced potential decays away from the con-
tacts [100]. We examine how this decay behaves in a system with strong spin-orbit
coupling  another essential ingredient for the creation of localised Majorana Fermions
 under the application of external in-plane magnetic ﬁelds. This work is motivated
by recent experiments [101], in which the induced superconductivity in HgTe quantum
wells is seen to have a novel dependence on applied magnetic ﬁelds.
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4.2 Model
Since we are interested in the eﬀects of spin-orbit coupling and magnetic ﬁelds
on the induced superconductivity, rather than the eﬀects of HgTe's band structure,
we consider a two-dimensional one-band normal metal with strong Rasbha spin-orbit
coupling. We place two parallel superconducting strips along this metal substrate as
shown in ﬁgure 4.1, and apply in-plane ﬁelds in both the x and y directions, but no
perpendicular magnetic ﬁeld. The contacts are separated by a distance w, and we take
Figure 4.1: System setup. The red shaded regions are the superconducting
contacts, sitting on a 2D normal-metal substrate.
periodic boundary conditions. The superconducting contacts give rise to a pairing
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potential which we represent as ∆(~x) = ∆1δ(x) + ∆2δ(x − w), where ∆i = |∆i|eiφi
with φ1 and φ2 the phases of the superconductors, and we have taken the limit of
narrow wires for simplicity. Our quest is to calculate terms in the total energy per
unit length, E(φ), that depend on φ = (φ1 − φ2), in the limit of an inﬁnite system
(w ﬁnite), since these terms give the strength of the induced pairing potential in the
sample. From these terms, we can calculate the Josephson current, (2e)∂E
∂φ
. The
maximum of the Josephson current is the critical current, which can be measured,
and has already been measured in HgTe quantum wells [47].
We begin by calculating the eigenstates of the system from the Bogoliubov de
Gennes equations, and if we assume that the coupling to the superconductors is weak,
we can simplify the problem and use perturbation theory. If ∆2 is small, then by using
ﬁrst order perturbation theory, we see that to lowest order, E(φ) is given by
E(φ) = ∆∗2 〈ψ↑(w)ψ↓(w)〉∆1 + C.C., (4.1)
where 〈ψ↑(w)ψ↓(w)〉∆1 is calculated in the presence of ∆1, with ∆2 = 0. When ∆1 is
small, 〈ψ↑(w)ψ↓(w)〉∆1 ∼ ∆1, which gives E(φ) ∼ ∆∗2∆1 + C.C. ∼ cosφ as the phase
dependence. We also work out the dependence on the other system parameters.
We assume that the system is translationally invariant and inﬁnite in the y
direction, and can reduce our sums to integrals.
4.3 Scattering
To calculate the expectation values described in the previous section, we treat
the contacts as delta-functions in x and extending in y, and calculate the scattering
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amplitudes for the plane waves oﬀ of this potential. By assuming that the scattering
is weak, we can still consider the periodic boundary conditions to be satisﬁed by the
incoming wave alone. Furthermore, since the coupling is assumed to be weak, we only
keep terms to lowest order in ∆1, having set ∆2 initially to zero.
The Hamiltonian without the potential is
H0 =
 He 0
0 Hh
 , (4.2)
with He, the electron part,
He =
 −∇22m − µ−  Bx − iBy + (−i(−i∂x)− (−i∂y))R0
Bx + iBy + (i(−i∂x)− (−i∂y))R0 −∇22m − µ− 
 ,
(4.3)
and the hole part
Hh =
 − (−∇2)2m + µ−  −Bx − iBy + (i(−i∂x)− (−i∂y))R0
−Bx + iBy + (−i(−i∂x)− (−i∂y))R0 − (−∇2)2m + µ− 
 .
(4.4)
In both terms, m is the eﬀective mass, µ is the chemical potential,  is the BdG energy
measured relative to the Fermi level, Bx and By are magnetic ﬁelds, and R0 is the
strength of the Rashba spin-orbit coupling. We have doubled our basis (as usual for
a BdG Hamiltonian), writing ~Φ = (u↑, u↓, v↑, v↓)T , and we have H0~Φ = 0, since we
have already included  in the deﬁnition of H0.
As a starting point, we can solve this Hamiltonian without the superconductor.
Using the fact that the system is translationally invariant in this case, we can impose
periodic boundary conditions and solve the system in k-space and obtain plane wave
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solutions. Solutions of H0~Φ = 0 require that for ﬁxed , we choose ~k such that
det(HBdG) = 0. For H0, this means that either det(He) = 0 or det(Hh) = 0. Since
we will eventually be interested in scattering along the x-direction while maintaining
translational invariance in y, we we will consider kx as a function of ky, and we can
later integrate over ky.
There will be a total of eight allowed kx values for a ﬁxed  and a given set of
system parameters, four for electrons, kex, and four for holes, k
h
x . For both electrons
and holes, there will be two positive values of kx, and two negative values. To keep
track of the various wave-vectors and to provide some intuition for the calculation,
we make the following assumptions and deﬁnitions. If we take  = 0 and ∆ = 0, and
assume ~B and R0 to be small, we can write the electron part of the Hamiltonian as
H0~k = vF
[
k − kF + ~β(θ) · ~σ
]
, (4.5)
where vF = kF/m, ~k = [kx, ky] = [k cos θ, k sin θ], and
vF ~β(θ) = [Bx +R0kF cos θ, By +R0kF sin θ] . (4.6)
We deﬁne θ such that sin θ = ky/kF , and −pi/2 < θ < pi/2. We want to ﬁnd plane
wave solutions that satisfy H0~kΨ = 0. For electrons, at  = 0 and ﬁxed ky, we have
four independent solutions for kx, which we label kexηs, where η = βˆ · ~σ = ±1, and
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s = ±1. The solutions are:
kex++ = cos θ
[
kF +
|β(θ)|
cos2 θ
]
(4.7)
kex−+ = cos θ
[
kF − |β(θ)|
cos2 θ
]
kex+− = − cos θ
[
kF +
|β(pi − θ)|
cos2 θ
]
kex−− = − cos θ
[
kF − |β(pi − θ)|
cos2 θ
]
When spin-orbit and magnetic ﬁelds are absent (β = 0), we see that there is a
degeneracy between the allowed wave-vectors. Furthermore, when either R0 = 0
or ~B = 0, |β| is independent of θ, and the wave-vectors come in plus-minus pairs.
However, when ~B and R0 are both non-zero, one ﬁnds generally that there is a
splitting between the s = ±1 states.
Similarly, there are four solutions for the holes, which are related to the electron
solutions by khxη± = −kexη∓, where with this convention, the sign of s gives the correct
sign of kx for both electrons and holes.
We deﬁne eigenfunctions for the electrons, which are spinors, χeηs, which satisfy
the equations
for s = +1 :
[
1 + ηβˆ(θ) · ~σ
]
χeη+ = 0 (4.8)
for s = −1 :
[
1− ηβˆ(pi − θ) · ~σ
]
χeη− = 0,
and are normalised such that
∑
σ=±1 |χeηs,σ|2 = 1. The analogous equations for the
holes are
for s = +1 :
[
1 + ηβˆ(θ + pi) · ~σ
]
χhη+ = 0 (4.9)
for s = −1 :
[
1− ηβˆ(−θ) · ~σ
]
χhη− = 0.
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For ﬁnite  6= 0, but still small, the eigenfunctions are unchanged, but the
wavevectors are modiﬁed as:
k˜exηs() = k
e
xηs +
s
vF cos θ
(4.10)
k˜hxηs() = k
h
xηs −
s
vF cos θ
.
For ∆1 = 0, we can choose an orthonormal set of plane waves with  ≤ 0, so
uσ(x) =
1√
LxLy
χeηs,σe
i
[
kexηs+
s
vF cos θ
]
x (4.11)
vσ(x) = 0. (4.12)
When ∆1 6= 0, uσ is unchanged to ﬁrst order in ∆1, but we obtain a hole component:
vσ(x) =
∑
η′
Aηη′e
i
[
kh
xη′s−
s
vF cos θ
]
x
χhη′s,σ, for xs > 0, (4.13)
vσ(x) =
∑
η′
Bηη′e
i
[
kh
xη′s−
s
vF cos θ
]
x
χhη′s,σ, for xs < 0,
where Aηη′ and Bηη′ are determined by the boundary conditions at x = 0, and depend
on ky but not on . When Bx, By and R0 are small, these coeﬃcients depend on
their relative magnitudes, but not on their absolute values, and are proportional to
∆1/
√
LxLy. Then for a given state, j, with ﬁxed  and ky and incoming η, we have
〈ψ↑(x)ψ↓(x)〉j∆1 =
1
2
[
u∗↑(x)v↓(x)− u∗↓(x)v↑(x)
]
(4.14)
=
1
2
∑
η′σσ′
Aηη′e
−iΦηη′s [(χeηs,σ)∗(χhη′s,σ′)(iσyσσ′)] , for xs > 0,
=
1
2
∑
η′σσ′
Bηη′e
−iΦηη′s [(χeηs,σ)∗(χhη′s,σ′)(iσyσσ′)] , for xs < 0
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where
Φηη
′
s =
[
k˜hxηs()− k˜exηs()
]
x (4.15)
=
[
2s
vF cos θ
+
η|β(θ)|
cos θ
+
η′|β(pi − θ)|
cos θ
]
.
We will need to integrate over  and ky. At ﬁxed ky, we must integrate∫ 0
−∞ de
iΦηη
′
s (). If kFw >> 1, the integrand is a rapidly oscillating function of 
when  is of order EF , so we can expand Φηη
′
s () to ﬁrst order in , and perform the
integral easily, giving: ∫ 0
−∞
deiΦ
ηη′
s () = eiΦ
ηη′
s (0)
(
svF cos θ
2iw
)
. (4.16)
For the numerical calculation that follows, we introduce the following notation.
kex1 = k
e
x++ (4.17)
kex2 = k
e
x+−
kex3 = k
e
x−+
kex4 = k
e
x−−
The situation is the same for the holes after the transformation deﬁned above. Note
that for electrons, kex > 0 corresponds to a right-moving wave, whereas for holes,
khx > 0 is a left-moving wave. This is sketched in ﬁgure 4.2
With the bare problem solved, we can now add the superconducting scattering
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Figure 4.2: Notation choice. Solid lines for electrons. Colour/shading repre-
sent the two spin-states.
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potential. The scattering potential is:
0 0 0 −e−iφ1 |∆1|
0 0 e−iφ1|∆1| 0
0 eiφ1|∆1| 0 0
−eiφ1 |∆1| 0 0 0

δ(x). (4.18)
From here, we can solve for the scattering amplitudes, and calculate 〈ψ↑(w)ψ↓(w)〉∆1 .
For any given energy state, we can calculate 〈ψ↑(w)ψ↓(w)〉∆1 in terms of u∗ and v.
We then sum over all occupied states j, with j < 0. For clarity, note that if ∆1 = 0
and there is no spin-orbit or magnetic ﬁeld, then for j < 0, ke < kF while kh > kF ,
and electron and hole states do not mix.
We have eight waves on each side of the potential, four incoming and four
outgoing (two each for electrons and holes). We assume continuity of the wavefunction
across the potential, and as for a standard delta-function potential, we integrate the
Schrödinger equation across δ(x) to give the other boundary condition:
1
2m
[
∂xuσ(0
+)− ∂xuσ(0−)
]− σ∆∗1v−σ(0) = 0, (4.19)
1
2m
[
∂xvσ(0
+)− ∂xvσ(0−)
]
+ σ∆1u−σ(0) = 0.
For small ∆1, the periodic boundary conditions can still be satisﬁed for the incoming
wave, and we can use the waves to solve for the scattered states.
For each of the four species (spin and electron/hole) of unperturbed right-moving
waves from say the left-side, we assume an incoming wave with a prefactor of unity,
and ﬁnd an admixture of order ∆1 in the scattered part of opposite electron/hole type
on both the left and right sides of the potential. Scattering in the same electron/hole
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channel is order (∆1)2, and we therefore neglect it. In this limit, the transmitted
wave of the same spin and type as the incoming wave also has amplitude unity, as
per the discussion preceding equation 4.13.
The amplitudes of the scattered waves can be calculated analytically, and after
a rotation back to the original basis, we can extract the u's and v's. In general, the
analytic expressions for the amplitudes can be quite involved, since they depend on
all the system parameters, as well as the various kx values.
As an example, we show the result for By = 0, if we start with an incoming
electron with wave-vector kex1 with amplitude one, and ﬁxed ky and . We ﬁnd :
〈
u∗↓(x)v↑(x)
〉j
∆1
= e−ik
e
x1xm∆1
[
eik
h
x1x·
i
(√
(B2x − 2BxkyR0 +R20k2F ) (B2x + 2BxkyR0 +R20k2F ) +B2x + 2iBxkxR0 −R20k2F
)
(khx1 − khx3)(Bx + iR0(kx + iky))
√
B2x + 2BxkyR0 +R
2
0k
2
F
+
eik
h
x2x
(
i
√
B2x−2BxkyR0+R20k2F
Bx+iR0(kx+iky)
− i
√
B2x+2BxkyR0+R
2
0k
2
F
Bx+R0(ky−ikx)
)
(khx2 − khx4)
 (4.20)
The expression for
〈
u∗↑(w)v↓(w)
〉
∆1
will be of order ∆1, since for either u or v
order unity (incoming wave), the other must be order ∆1. For any incoming wave-
vector, there will be two relevant scattered waves that need to be considered along
with the corresponding amplitudes. All of these terms must be summed for the
diﬀerent incoming waves to ﬁnd the correct ﬁnal expressions, although the prefactors
depend on system parameters, and may be zero in some cases.
To sum over all states, we convert the kx sum to an integral over  as in equa-
tion 4.16, and note that besides pulling out a factor of 1/iw, the integral leaves us
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with a sum over ky at the Fermi surface. We perform the  integral by assuming
kFw >> 1, and expanding k
(e)
x − k(h)x to ﬁrst order in . Along the Fermi surface,
we then have the ky sum for ky < kF , which we do numerically with a cut-oﬀ just
below kF . This is justiﬁed since near ky = kF , the integrand is rapidly oscillating and
therefore gives only a small contribution to the ﬁnal result.
4.4 Results
When there is no magnetic ﬁeld and no spin-orbit coupling, the induced su-
perconductivity falls oﬀ as 1/w, as expected from previous work [100]. With only
a magnetic ﬁeld, the Josephson coupling energy, −E(φ = 0), decreases with w, but
also oscillates with increasing B, and the result is independent of the direction of
the in-plane ﬁeld, as shown by the blue and black solid lines in ﬁgure 4.3, which are
identical. This is similar to results in superconductor-ferromagnet junctions discussed
in [102, 103]. For all of ﬁgure 4.3, curves are normalised to the value for R0 = 0 and
~B = 0.
If we imagine a system in which the strength of the spin-orbit coupling can be
tuned, we ﬁnd no oscillations as a function of this coupling at zero external ﬁeld. All
calculations were done numerically for the ﬁgures.
To include By, we solve the ky integral numerically, by cutting oﬀ the integral
at kmax ∼ 0.96kF . This is justiﬁed by the fact that near ky = kF , the integrand is
rapidly oscillating, and therefore should not contribute signiﬁcantly to the integral.
The (messy) expressions for kx can be found analytically using computer software.
The green dashed line in ﬁgure 4.3 shows the Josephson coupling as a function
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Figure 4.3: Josephson coupling energy, −E(φ = 0), as a function of B. Blue
and black solid lines (identical) are without spin-orbit with respect to Bx and
By respectively. Green dashed line is at ﬁnite R0, only Bx. Red dotted line
is at ﬁnite R0, only By. Curves are normalised to the value for R0 = 0 and
~B = 0. Parameter values are given in the text
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of Bx with spin-orbit coupling included (By=0). Note that the period and amplitude
have been aﬀected by the spin-orbit. The red dotted line in the same ﬁgure shows the
pair potential versus By with spin-orbit coupling (Bx = 0). Again both the period and
amplitude are changed from the R0 = 0 case, and note in addition that it is distinct
from when the ﬁeld was in the other direction. We thus see that with spin-orbit, the
induced superconductivity depends diﬀerently on the two ﬁeld directions.
Figure 4.3 was plotted using the following parameter values, inspired by values in
the literature [104]: µ = 18.7meV, 1/2m = 1.2eVnm2, w = 1200nm, kF = 0.125nm−1,
and 0 < B < 1meV. Until now in this chapter, we have been using B as an energy.
If we take a g-factor g = 20, then B = 1meV corresponds to a ﬁeld strength of
roughly 0.86T. The value of R0 for the dashed and dotted curves in ﬁgure 4.3, R0 =
0.002eVnm, is probably smaller than is appropriate for a HgTe well, but was chosen
to illustrate the situation where spin orbit and Zeeman energies have comparable
magnitudes.
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